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Issue 1 to issue 100

CADUCEUS
Issue 1: Summer 1987: £4
(available only as photocopy)

• Healing, Self-Healing, and Bio-Feedback
  by Pir Vilayat Inayat Khan
• The Current Crisis in Science – Part I
  by Willis W Harman
• Cain and Abel: Healing the Inner Person
  by Revd Peter L Dewey
• Middle Piccadilly Healing Centre
  Interview with Jo Harvey
• Abstracting Ourselves: Learning from bodily discomfort
  by Terry Cooper
• AIDS: A Challenge for our Time
  Hadi Dunn interviewed by Atum O'Kane
• Transcending Our Self-Image Meditation
  by Pir Vilayat Khan

Issue 2: Winter 1987: £2

• Facing the Existential Crisis Through Disease
  by Penny Brohn
• The Current Crisis in Science – Part II
  by Willis Harman
• Life on the Mappin Terraces – facing the challenge of the paranormal
  by Brian Inglis
• Symbolism of the Caduceus
  by David Lorimer
• A Homoeopath Speaks
  by Misha Norland
• Linking Parents for Growth and Change
  by Wendy Rose-Neil
• A Buddhist Response to Pain and Suffering
  by Ven Ajahn Khemadhammo Bhikku
• Working with Magnetism Meditation
  by Pir Vilayat Khan
• Magnetism
  by Hazrat Inayat Khan
**Issue 3: Spring 1988: £4**
(available only as photocopy)

- He has been called Britain’s leading healer
  Matthew Manning interviewed
- Electricity and Health – Sensitivity to electric currents
  by Michael Shallis
- Living Up To Death – Part 1
  by Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche
- The Canary Sings – Sharing a friend’s last moments
  by Gary Hampson
- Using AIDS as a Process of Change
  by Kelvin Hall
- Unravelling Stress: How Tibetan doctors deal with different types of stress
  Interview with Dr Lobsang Rapgay
- The Doctor to the Gods is Pure Healing
  by Dr R Seltzer
- Research in Complementary medicine: Avoiding the Pitfalls
  by Daniel J Benor, MD
- Distant Healing
  by NFSH
- Healing with Light
  by Pir Vilayat Khan

**Issue 4: Summer 1988: £2**

- Modern Cardiology
  Dr Peter Nixon, Consultant Cardiologist, is interviewed by Robert Holden
- Laughter’s Best
  by Leslie Kenton
- Science Looks at Healing
  by Dr Daniel Benor
- Dolphins and the Blues
  by Dr Horace Dobbs
- Morphic Resonance
  by Rupert Sheldrake
- The Heart of the Matter –
  ‘Healing starts only when the Heart Chakra opens fully’
  Lilla Bek interviewed by Robert Holden
- Practices for Healing:
  Breathing Blue – Gildas and Ruth White
  Qigong for the Heart – Jackie Young
  Awakening to the Divine Heart – John Johnson
- Living Up To Death – Part 2
  by Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche
Issue 5: Autumn 1988: £2

- The Technique of Pure Sound – How does it affect the body?
  Fabien Maman interviewed by Jackie Young
- Sound, A Healing Gift – The life of sound and the sound of life
  by Herbert Whone
- T’ai Chi on Wheels
  by Linda Chase Broda
- Harry Edwards: Analysis of the Healing Character
  by Robert Holden
- Science Looks at Healing: the healing of goitres
  by Daniel J Benor MD
- Harmony
  By Hazrat Inayat Khan
- Research in Complementary Medicine – How can alternative healers retain their integrity?
  by Prof Margaret Stacey
- Vital Force and Electricity
  by Michael Watson
- Archetypal Sounds in Psychotherapy – Can they heal the mind?
  by Nigel Hamilton
- Practices for Healing:
  Attuning to the Condition of the Holy Spirit – Pir Vilayat Khan
  Energizing Qigong – Jackie Young
  A Sound Practice for Couples – Sarmad Brody
  A Sound Meditation – Jill Purce

Issue 6: Spring 1989: £2

- Twofold and Threefold Vision – Meditation on the dimensions of sight
  by Sir George Trevelyan
- What Do We Do With Our Eyes? Our psychological outlook
  by Nick Totton and Em Edmondson
- Healing With Light – Working on the formative fields of light
  by Pir Vilayat Khan
- Colour Consciousness
  by Robert Holden and Lilla Bek
- Rainbows of Health – What a colour healer perceives while giving healing
  by Ruth White
- Intangibles in Medicine: Psychoneuroimmunology
  by Norman Cousins
- Science Looks at Healing: Scientific evidence for clairvoyant diagnosis
  by Daniel J Benor, MD
- Cranial Osteopathy: The Energy Cyst
  by John Upledger
- Integration or Disintegration? An integrative model for natural therapists
  by Jackie Young
- White Eagle Daily Healing Meditations
  Compiled by Robert Holden
Issue 7: Summer 1989: £2

• The Heart of the House: A building as our ‘third skin’
  by Michael Schimmelschmidt
• Sick Buildings and Healthy Homes
  Articles by Hartwin Busch, Roger Coghill, Rodney Girdlestone
• Health Care Review: Whither the National Health Service?
  by Meg Stacey
• Healing the Wilderness Within and Without
  By Sir Laurens van der Post
• Dynamic Healing
  by Jane Tinworth
• The Lost Temple
  by Rudolph Steiner
• Craniosacral Osteopathy: The Energy Cyst Part II
  by John Upledger
• Practices for Healing:
  Temple of Light Meditation – Taj Inayat
  Healing Places – Revd Gordon Barker

Issue 8: Autumn 1989: £4
(available only as photocopy)

• Spirit: Resource for Healing in Medicine
  by Rachel Naomi Remen
• A Psychophysiology of the Yogic Chakra System
  by Serena Roney-Dougal
• How Does a Dolphin Heal? A Personal Experience
  by Jemima Biggs
• The Spine and its Relationship to Consciousness
  by David Tansley
• Chiron, the Wounded Healer of Our Time
  by Ruth White
• Aids and Holistic Medicine: the Crisis and the Opportunity
  by Leo Sides
• AIDS: The Current Biomedical Picture
  by Roger Taylor
• NHS White Paper: Implications for Alternative Medicines
  by Margaret Stacey
• Practices for Healing:
  Working with the Chakras – Pir Vilayat Khan
  Connecting the Chakras through Colour – Lilla Bek and Robert Holden
Issue 9: Winter 1990: £2

- Children as Teachers of Peace
  by Gerald G Jampolsky
- Dorothy Kerin: A Continuing Miracle of Love
  by Primrose Cooper
- Barbara Ivanova, leading Russian healer
  Interviewed by Dr Daniel Benor
- The Global Family
  by His Holiness The Dalai Lama
- Laughing Possible! Is realization a laughing matter?
  by Ngakpa Chogyam
- Repairing Our Breached Defences: Diet and the immune system
  by Beata Bishop
- The Immune System:
  Guardian of Our Chemical Identity – Roger Taylor
  Psychoneuroimmunology – Roger Booth
  Hospital Doctor’s View of ME and Mindbody – William Weir
  Complementary Doctor’s View of ME – Julian Jessell Kenyon
  Meditations for the Immune system – Pir Vilayat Khan

Issue 10: Spring 1990: £4
(available only as photocopy)

- Open-Heart Surgery: No instruments necessary
  Bernie Siegel interviewed by Daniel Benor
- Stress: The Ultimate Challenge?
  by Robert Holden
- Vibrational Medicine: Meridians, chakras and psychic abilities
  Dr Hiroshi Motoyama’s work reviewed by Jackie Young
- Biofeedback:
  Art and Science of Biofeedback – Geoffrey Blundell
  Biofeedback and Psychomatic Illness – Chandra Patel
  A Biofeedback Class – Peter Staples and Isabel Maxwell Cade
- Inner Freedom and the New Awakening
  by Revd Peter Dewey
  * Pt 2: Qigong: a path toward perfection - Wang Zhi-xing
Issue 11: Summer 1990: £4
(available only as photocopy)

• Spiritual Healing Through Colour
  An interview with Lily Cornford
• Birth Trauma: Cranio-sacral treatment for cranial compression
  by Thomas Attlee
• The Black Madonna
  by Ruth White
• Repose: The art of spiritual relaxation
  by Hazrat Inayat Khan
• Towards a Comprehensive Health Service
  by Richenda Power
• Brainwave biofeedback opens the inner world of the mind
  by Geoffrey Blundell
• Practices for Healing:
  The Cleansing Breath – Lilla Bek and Robert Holden
  Pt 3: Qigong for Strengthening the Internal Organs – Wang Zhi-xing

(available only as photocopy)

• The Bristol Cancer Help Centre Research Study
  by Jennifer Lorch, Ian Macwhinnie, Heather Smith, Meg Stacey
• All the Energies that Heal: Experience of a complementary consultant oncologist: Interview with Sheila Cartwright
• One Night in Cubicle No 1 by JA Spence
• Pt 4: Qigong: A Higher Standard for Health: Treating illness before it shows in the physical body by Wang Zhi-xing
• Kirlian Photography by Victor Adamenko
• Why Holistic Medicine? by David Peters

Issue 13: Spring 1991: £4
(available only as photocopy)

• Towards Psychic and Spiritual Wholeness
  by Mary Swainson
• To Be the Whole Instrument: Training the Intuition
  by Lilla Bek and Sarida Brown
• Intuition as a Function
  by C G Jung and Marie-Louise von Franz
• Medical Intuition: Catching the Disease Before it Happens
  Interview with Caroline Myss
• First Aid, Second Aid: Help at times of spiritual growth crisis
  by Judy Fraser
• Resource Guide: For support during spiritual and psychic growth
• Intuition and the Food of the Soul
  by Revd Peter L Dewey
• Science: The Coherent Lightness of Being: Organisms communicate with light
by Mae-Wan Ho and Fritz-Albert Popp
• Practices for the Intuition:
Lilla Bek, Revd Peter L Dewey, Shakti Gawain

**Issue 14: Summer 1991: £5.50**
(available only as photocopy)

• A Dignified Natural Death
by Helen Nearing
• The Luminous Wound: Anointing the dying with song
by Theresa Schroeder-Sheker
• Expanding My Pain Into The Pain
Interview with Stephen Levine
• Relating Beyond Bereavement: A GP’s experience of contact with the departed
by Jean Roberton
• Resource Guide: For those dying, their carers and the bereaved
• Passing Through the Gate: The subtle process of dying
by Georgia Lambert Randall
• NDEs and the Journey of Initiation Beyond Death
by David Lorimer
• The Professionals:
Communities for the Dying – Tonya Phillips
• You Choose Your Life – You’re Free to Fly
Chris Griscom interviewed by Diana Spears
• Practices:
The Practice of Dying – June Singer
Meditation: All is Awareness – Sri Nisargadatta Maharaj
Exercises for Energy and Lightness – Leslie Kenton
• Crop Circle Mystery by Roger Taylor

**Issue 15: Autumn 1991: £2.50**

• The Gentle Art of Aromatherapy
by Barbara Sidebottom
• Resource Guide: Aromatherapy Training
• Meditation toward a Universal Voice
by Lilla Bek
• How Can We Create True Group Consciousness?
by Georgia Lambert
• An Ordinary Miracle
by Nuala Pinson
• Beautiful Painted Arrow – Sound as a collective instrument for evolution
by Hannah Pearce
• The Unity of All True World Servers
by World Goodwill
• Meditation: The Three Great Breaths
by Revd Peter L Dewey
• Let it be: The new!
transcribed by Gitta Mallasz
• Scalar Fields, Subtle Energy and the Multidimensional Universe
by Roger Taylor

**Issue 16: Winter 1991: £2.50**

- The Story of Every-Angel: Rediscovering the child within  
  by Noelle Philippe
- The Human Family and the Deva Kingdom  
  by Georgia Lambert
- Naturally Talking with One’s Angel  
  Interview with Gitta Mallasz
- The Science Behind Miracles: Rediscovering the laws of the divine  
  by Peter Dawkins
- The Celestial Celebration on Earth  
  by Pir Vilayat Khan
- The Rebirth of Nature: Survival may depend on our vision of its sacredness  
  by Rupert Sheldrake
- Meir Schneider’s Message of Self-Healing:  
  by Lesley Taylor
- ‘When the Angel Falls…’ Singing, love and wholeness  
  by Chloe Goodchild
- Laugh at Yourself… and the whole world will laugh at you too  
  by Swami Beyondananda
- Hiroshi Motoyama: Science and mysticism of the chakras  
  by Jackie Young

**Issue 17: Spring 1992: £5.00**

(available only as photocopy)

- Connecting Sound with Dreams in Psychotherapy  
  by Monique Tiberghein
- The Bridge of Dreams – a Jungian and Transpersonal approach  
  by Beata Bishop
- Exploring Our Dreams – The waking dream technique  
  by Nigel Hamilton
- Dream Resource Guide
- Lucid Dream Research  
  by Alan Wordsley
- Journeys into the Far Reaches of the Mind  
  by Pir Vilayat Khan
- Kabbalah and Dreams  
  by Z’ev be Shimon Halevi
- Natural Light: The Tibetan Dream Tradition  
  Namkhai Norbu Rinpoche interviewed by Wang Zhi-xing and Wu Zhendi
- Expand Awareness, Embrace Suffering: Accompanying the dying  
  by Ram Dass
- Living and Working with Crystals  
  by Ruth White
- Crystal Healing Resource Guide
- Mercury – Is this your poison?
by Bonnie Alexander-Hill

**Issue 18: Summer 1992: £2.50**

- This Holy Anger: An ex-nun works with abuse – both religious and secular
  by Phyllida Templeton
- From Sacrifice to Sacrament: A journey through ritual abuse
  by Blanchelfeur Macher
- Choosing to Live: A counsellor’s experiences of homosexual abuse
  by John Elderton
- Elder Abuse
  by Gail Wilson
- The Power to Transform: Self-defence to avoid the victim role
  by Khaleghl Quinn
- Abuse Recovery Guide: A Resource List for the UK
- To Open the Prison Door: Abuse, psychotherapy and self-growth
  by Noelle Philippe
- Light: Medicine of the Future
  by Jacob Liberman
- Caring for Posterity
  by Herbert Girardet
- Dialogue: Professor David Bohm’s vision of contagious coherence
  by Sarida Brown
- Holistic Approaches to Health Care at Lewisham Hospital
  by Janet Richardson
- Science: Nutrition and Delinquency; Rheumatoid arthritis; Mercury

**Issue 19: Winter 1992: £2.50**

- The Light Hidden in Darkness: Alchemical symbols in dreams
  by Llewellyn Vaughan-Lee
- Hermetic Meditations
  by Adam McLean
- Complementary Therapies: Opening the Crucial Scientific Door
  by Julian Jessel Kenyon
- Alchemy: The Journey of Transformation
  by Lionel Snell
- The Alchemy of Voice
  by Cherry Gilchrist
- William Blake and the Alchemy of the Imagination
  by Jean Letschert
- Spagyrics: Raising the vibratory rate of herbs with alchemical prescriptions
  by John Wright
- As Above, So Below: Meditation sequence on the alchemical process
  by Pir Vilayat Khan
- Holistic Massage
  by Lucy Lidell and Sara Thomas
- Massage Resource Guide
- The Dynamics of Spiritual Healing Part 1: Dynamic Energy
by Jane Tinworth
• Changing the Genes: The debate on genetic engineering
by Meg Stacey

**Issue 20: Spring 1993: £5.00**
(available only as photocopy)

• The Promise of Pregnancy: physical, mental and spiritual preparation
by Jackie Young
• Reclaiming the Sexual Power of the Feminine in Birth and Mothering
by Janet Balaskas
• Midwives Are Better than Electronics: Statistics vindicate midwifery
by Michel Odent
• The Birth Machine: The WHO is against pain-killing drugs in normal deliveries?
by Marsden Wagner
• The Story of Woman as Healer: herbalist, midwife, witch
Helen Stapleton
• Herbs in Pregnancy
Helen Stapleton
• Pregnant Secrets of Chinese Medicine
by Kerry Grady
• Birth Resource Guide
• Love is Born: The Feminine and Masculine in Sacred Partnership
Marion Woodman interviewed by Saphira Linden
• Death at Birth: Supporting Parents When a Baby Dies
Jenni Thomas interviewed by Sarida Brown
• Facing Problems with Conception: The profound social consequences of assisted conception
by Meg Stacey
• Pre-birth Awakenings: Releasing womb memory
John-Richard and Troye Turner
• The Dynamics of Spiritual Healing – 2 The role of the Healer
Jane Tinworth
• Hermetic Meditation – 2 Separatio et Coniunctio
Adam McLean

**Issue 21: Summer 1993: £5.00**
(available only as photocopy)

• Cultivating Energy in Everyday Life: Insights from Chinese medicine and Qigong – Part 1
by Zhixing Wang
• The Great Adventure: Negotiating and navigating the auric fields
by Lilla Bek
• Healing through the human energy field – Part I
Barbara Brennan interview
• Soul Pain, Phantom Limb Pain: Are energy fields the key to reducing pain?
by Rita Benor
• Dowsing for Sick Houses and Healing Fields
by Ann and Roy Procter
• Science: The Organizing Fields of Life
by Roger Taylor
• Photographing the Invisible: The energy between people and plants  
by Alain Masson  
• Organic Light: Scientists test the energy fields of food  
by Nick Holdsworth  
• The Wonder of Birth  
by Jackie Young  
• Meditations and Exercises on Energy  
by Barbara Brennan, Thich Nhat Hanh, Sufi, Zhixing Wang, Jackie Young, Stephen Levine  
• Resource Guide: Current Energy Medicine Research

Issue 22: Winter 1993: £5.00  
(available only as photocopy)

• Making the Energies Work for You: What are ‘physical’ and ‘subtle’ energies?  
by David Spangler  
• Cultivating Energy in Everyday Life – Part 2  
by Zhixing Wang  
• The Four Dimensions of Healing  
Barbara Brennan interview – Part 2  
• Four Kinds of Magnetism: How Sufis work with energy  
by Atum O’Kane  
• Recognizing ME: The Healing Way Forward  
by Gill Jacobs  
• What is Kundalini? Classical Hindu and Buddhist teaching  
by Robert Beer  
• Working With Your Chakras: Our personal map of consciousness  
by Ruth White  
• Nature Heart Visualization Technique  
by Peter Hart  
• Harry Oldfield: Electro-crystal Therapy  
Interview by Sarida Brown  
• HIV and AIDS Today – Part 1: Positively HIV Positive  
Mike Picton, Nick Bamforth  
• The Dynamics of Spiritual Healing – Part 3: Suffering and karma  
by Jane Tinworth  
• The Other Side of Pregnancy: Honouring women’s fears  
by Pat Thomas

Issue 23: Spring 1994: £6.00  
(available only as photocopy)

• Resonances of the Cosmos  
by James D’Angelo  
• Sounds from the Source: Healer draws sound from the earth  
Geoff Boltwood interviewed by Angela Henderson  
• Healing with Sound: Pythagorean key to restructuring matter  
by Barbara Hero  
• Therapy of Pure Sound: Healing consciousness at a deep level  
by Iegor Reznikoff  
• The Power of Language: The inner meaning of vowels and consonants  
by Herbert Whone
• Music for the Dying
  by Therese Schroeder-Sheker
• Meir Schneider’s Self-Help Manual for Healing
  by Carol Gallup
• The Drum – Heartbeat of the Universe
  by Thomas Christen
• Sound Healing Resource Guide
• Toward a Science of Qualities
  by Brian Goodwin
• Karmic Accounting – Part 1: Having Fun with Money
  by Jonathon Clarkle)

Issue 24: Summer 1994: £2.50

• God in the Laboratory: Science, Prayer and Healing
  by Larry Dossey
• Holistic Nursing: Catalysing change in contemporary health care
  by Rita Benor
• The Nurse as Healer
  by Lynn Keegan
• Cancer as a Path to Enlightenment – Part 1: The power of meditation
  by Ian Gawler
• Zero Balancing: Transformation Through Stillness
  Fritz Smith interviewed by Sarida Brown
• Holoenergetic Healing: A Step by Step Guide
  by Leonard Laskow
• African Herbal Medicine: Scientific Knowledge of the Ancestors
• Dr Oku Ampofo interviewed
  by Herbert Girardet
• HIV and AIDS Today – Part 2: Women with HIV turning life around
  by Mike Picton
• Practices for Healing:
  Jack Angelo; NFSH
• Karmic Accounting – Part 2: Ethical investments
• Science reports: Magnetic Pulse Therapy; Cancer diet success

Issue 25: Autumn 1994: £6.00
(available only as photocopy)

• Letting Go of Anger: Beyond the powerlessness of ‘the pleaser’
  by Diana Cooper
• Anger is an Ally: Exploring anger in relationships
  by Jenner Roth
• The Power of Peace: Challenging prisoners' anger with meditation
  Bo Lozoff interviewed by Sarida Brown
• The Volcano Within: A sculptor’s journey beyond the murder of his family
  Colin Caffell
• Astrology: Mars, God of War and Agriculture
  by Penny Allen
• Anger in Transit: Seasons of a Soul
  by Peter Wilby
• ‘Abandon The Anger at Once!’ A Sufi call to awaken
  by Reshad Field
• Meditations for Ange
  Thich Nhat Hanh
• African Herbal Medicine – Part 2
  Dr Oku Ampofo interviewed by Herbert Girardet and Diana Robertson
• Karmic Accounting – Part 3: Healing the language of money
  by Jonathon Clark
• Resource Guide: On working with anger
• Biodanza: The Dance of Life
  Claire Russ
• Australian World Congress on Cancer

Issue 26: Winter 1994: £6.00
(available only as photocopy)

• The Highest Human Feast: The human love that could be…
  by Andrew Harvey
• Compassion in Action: Zen politics of Thich Nhat Hanh
  Sister Chan Khong interviewed by Sarida Brown
• The Feminine Mysteries of Love: The relationship with God is ecstasy
  by Llewellyn Vaughan-Lee
• Heart Art: The Chinese heart-mind connection
  by Peter Firebrace
• Hormones of Love: The capacity to love starts at birth
  by Michel Odent
• Science: The Hidden Power of the Heart
  by Doc Lew Childre and Rollin McRaty
• Meditations on Love
  by Eileen Caddy, Osho, Mantak Chia
• Astrology: Watching the Wheels Part 1
  by Penny Allen
• Communicating with Wild Dolphins: A revolutionary collaboration between species?
  by Monique Tiberghien
• Karmic Accounting – Part 4: Healing the monetary emotions
  by Jonathan Clark

Issue 27: Spring 1995: £2.50

Dancing into Autumn: Looking forward to the great adventure…
  by Beata Bishop
• Harvesting a Lifetime: The art of becoming a Spiritual Elder
  by Rabbi Zalman Schachter-Shalomi
• Ayurved: The Science of Ageing in Good Health
  by Milind Jani
• Failing in Our Duty to Care: How we treat older people today
  by Gillian Dalley
• Sheila’s Story: November 1994: An everyday story of elder abuse
  by Nuala Pinson
• Resource Guide: Ageing and Saging
• Add More Life to Your Years: Research on nutrients for healthier ageing
by Jeffrey Blumberg
• Astrology – 2: Saturn – Gravity in the root chakra
by Penny Allen
• The Call of the Elders: ‘To secure a future for our grandchildren’
by Detta Lange
• Deepak Chopra interviewed
by Paul Houghton
• Rocinante Project: Mixed age cooperatives
Stephen Gaskin
• Dear Grandma Elder: Lilla Bek's agony and ecstasy column

Issue 28: Summer 1995: £2.50

• Femininity in a Man’s Life
by Robert Johnson
• The Search for the Conscious Feminine
by Marion Woodman
• Women of Bosnia: Through catastrophe of war to the truly human
by Anabel Watson
• The Feminine in Spiritual Practice
by The Chrysalis Connection
• The Sacred Cycle: Menstruation
by Christine Northrup
• Frequency Medicine of Dr Alfred Tomatis
by Joshua Leeds
• Wisdom Comes Dancing: Ruth St Denis and Dances of Universal Peace
by Kamae Miller
• Troubadour Cult of the Feminine: Romance and repression in the Middle Ages
by Roger Woolger
• Astrology: 3: Bringing down the Moon
by Penny Allen
• Meditation: Mother of Mercy
by Stephen Levine

Issue 29: Winter 1995: £2.50

• Gaia – An Image for our Time?
by Jules Cashford
• The Men’s Secret – Trying to break through the silence about lovemaking
by Jacques Lusserand
• Quadishtu – The Sacred Prostitute in Ancient Sumer
by Irena Kusminsky
• Bodywork
Roslyn Langdon
• Hands-on therapies that by-pass the mind
• The Feminine at Work: Feminizing British business to survive
by Bernadette Vallely
• The Re-Enchantment of Science: Can science integrate the feminine?
by Roger Taylor
• Where You Work and Sleep is Crucial to Your Health: Effects of earth radiation
by Alf Riggs
• 325 Years of Healing in England, Ireland and Scotland
  by Richard R Pavek
• The Barbara Brennan School of Healing Science
  by Mo Harter and Sue Hewitt
• The Fruitful Darkness: Communing in the ground of earth and soul
  by Joan Halifax
• Astrology: 4: Venus – Goddess of the venal and of veneration
  by Penny Allen
• Meditation: The Elements
  by Thich Nhat Hanh
• Sound: The music of Carolyn Hillyer
  by Brian Lee

Issue 30: Winter 1995: £2.50

• Money Madness: Can we change our relationship to money?
  by Robin Currie
• Psychology: From Guilt (about Gilt!) to Self-Worth
  by Noelle Philippe
• The Creative Role of Business in a Transforming Society
  by Willis Harman
• Natural Business: A ‘maverick’ Brazilian company thrives on new structures
  by Ricardo Semler
• The Debt-Based Monetary System Isn’t Working
  by John Tomlinson
• The Natural Step: Healing business to tackle the root causes of disease
  by Henning Koch
• Resource Guide: New Perspectives on Money
• Animal Experiments – Obstacles to health
  by Peter Mansfield
• The Alexander Technique
  by Glynn Macdonald
• 325 Years of Healing – Part 2: The re-emergence of Biofield therapeutics
  by Richard Pavek
• Astrology: 5 – Money and Matter
  by Penny Allen

Issue 31: Spring 1996: £2.50

• Tapping the Energy of Nature by Andy Goldsworthy
  Imagine Yourself Richly! by Tom Cook
• Creative Madness: How to break through the obstacles to creativity
  Linda Leonard interviewed by Lynn Marlow
• Dance: Art on the Path and Art as the Path. A personal story
  by Irena Kuzminskaya
• Music and the Mind: Science helping to rediscover the potency of music
  by Paul Robertson
• Story – Vessels for the Creative
  by Mary O’Kane
• Tibetan Thankha Painting: How to surrender to the eternal
  by Robert Beer
• Creative Writing – A Way of Self-Knowing
  by Simon Miles
• In the Beginning, The Creative Womb: Prayers and meditations
  by Neil Douglas-Klotz
• Astrology: 6 – Creativity – the sun
  by Penny Allen
• Resource Guide: Healing with creativity
  by Will Wilson
• Sound: Sacred Minimalists
  by James D’Angelo
• Conference Report: The Hospital as a Temple
  by Shirley Firth

Issue 32: Summer 1996: £2.75

• Love and Awareness: Spiritual and psychological aspects of relationships
  John and Jennifer Welwood interviewed by Roger Housden
• Wilderness: Our relationship with the blue-print of creation
  by Lauren van der Post
• The Enneagram: A mystical symbol system for understanding personality types
  by Karen Webb
• Liberating Sexuality: Women in Tantric Buddhism
  by Miranda Shaw
• Luck Disguised as Ordinary Life: A meeting with writer Carlos Castenada
  by Nina Wise
• The Roots of Craniosacral Therapy
  by Franklin Sills
• Will the Real Krishna Please Stand Up? Theatre and spiritual practice
  Interview with Bruce Myers
• Tantra – The Art of Conscious Loving: A western approach
  by Charles and Caroline Muir
• Meeting with Poonjaji: One of India’s leading gurus
  by Roger Housden
• Astrology: 7 – Relationships – The interplay of two primal forces
  by Penny Allen

Issue 33: Autumn 1996: £2.75

• A Dragon Called Fear
  by Colin Caffell
• The Firewalk
  by John Shango
• In the Fire of Worldwork: Sitting in fear is the key to resolving conflict
  Arnold Mindell interviewed by Sarida Brown
• From Victim to Survivor: Medical Foundation for the Care of Victims of Torture – 1
  Helen Bamber is interviewed by Sarida Brown
• With Fear of Death in my Heart… The San Francisco Zen Hospice
  by Pete Sketchley
• The Adventure of Evolution: From fear to bliss in my body cells
  by Bhaga from Auroville
• Myself Included: What is it like to be ‘the person with disabilities’?
  by Jaihn Makayute
• Mask-Making: Healing trauma and coming into power
  by Kathryn Trensh
• Aromatherapy
  Barbara Sidebottom
• Meditation: Transforming Feelings
  by Thich Nhat Hanh

Issue 34: Winter 1996: £2.75

• The Rape of Childhood: How is the media influencing our children?
  by Moyra Bremner
• Childhood and an Education for Being
  by David Fontana
• From Stone Cold to Streaming Free: Warming the child's imagination through story
  Nancy Mellon interviewed by Mary O'Kane
• The Vanishing Art of Play: How children grow in games and channel anger
  by Kim Brooking-Payne
• Spiritual psychotherapy: The Inner Child, Wounded and Divine
  by Angela Gruber
• From Victim to Survivor – Medical Foundation for the Care of Victims of Torture – 2
  Helen Bamber is interviewed by Sarida Brown
• Illness as a Disorder of Power
  by Caroline Myss interviewed by Duncan Sequeira
• Naming and Blessing Our Children
  Selections from Christian-Jewish and Humanist ceremonies
• Vibrational Essences: Investigative report
  by Bonita Lee
• Science: Aura Photography, the VRIC Method
  by Roger Taylor

Issue 35: Spring 1997: £2.75

• Imaginal Trees: The Tree of Life
  by Jules Cashford
• The Language of Trees: Ogam, The secret language of Celtic poets
  by John Matthews
• The Healing Spirit of Trees
  by Jacqueline Memory Paterson
• Creating Tree Ceremonies
  by Mary O’Kane
• Taoist Chi Practices: Trees can help open energy channels
  by Mantak and Maneewan Chia
• Zen and the Art of Andy Goldsworthy
  by Roger Deakin
• Learning from Nature’s Messages: How geopathic stress affects trees
  by Hermann von Essen
• Can Dolphins Heal?
  by Horace Dobbs
• Caduceus Investigates: Reiki
Issue 36: Summer 1997: £3.00

• Consuming Passions: Becoming an engaged consumer
  by Anita Roddick
• For Business with Ethics Read Loot: Where ethics and profit are friends
  by Roger Housden
• Dharma on No Dollars a Day: Spiritual practice anywhere for free
  by Clark Strand
• Divine New York
  by Roger Housden
• The Buddha From Brooklyn: Tibetans reincarnating in unusual places
  by Vicki Mackenzie
• Out to Lunch in Mexico
  by Roger Housden
• The Prison Monastery: A Lifer discovers the spirit
  by Lee Squires
• Life on the streets in contemporary Britain
  by Fiona Witchelo
• Anything Can Happen: Meeting Carlos Castaneda
  by Nina Wise
• How Reincarnation Works: the Tibetan view
  by Robert Thurman
• The Gypsy and the Wind: A poem of liberation from Ravensbruck
  by Dana Garber
• Crystal Healing – Healing with Solidified Light
  by Eliana Harvey and Stephanie Harrison
• The Path of Healing: 1
  by Diane Furlong and Dr David Smallbone

Issue 37: Autumn 1997: £3.00

• Animals as Teachers: Vaccines and pet foods exposed
  by Catherine O’Driscoll
• Putting Animal Rights into Politics
  by Angela Smith MP
• The Shamanic Network
  by Jonathan Horwitz
• Banyan the Golden Deer: One of the Buddha’s former births
  Retold by Noor Inayat Khan
• Animal Experimentation: Massive cruelty, non-science and non-sense
  by Tony Page
• We Cannot Build Our Happiness on Others’ Suffering
  Matthieu Ricard, scientist and Tibetan monk, interviewed by Martin Latham
• Failing Freud, Talk to Fido: Psychoanalysts can’t teach love, but animals can
  by Jeffrey Masson
• Vibrational healing with animals:
  Richard Allport – Vet and holistic animal therapist
  Nicky Prouvost – How to give healing to animals
  Chrissie Mason – Do animals 'take on' human pain?
• Caduceus Investigates: Homoeopathy
  by Bonita Lee
• Science: Do animals have a sixth sense?
  by Rupert Sheldrake
• The Path of Healing: 2 – How to sense the aura
  Diane Furlong and David Smallbone

**Issue 38: Winter 1997: £3.00**

• At the Midpoint of the 21st Century: Transformation viewed from 2050
  by Willis Harman and Tom Hurley
• Life – A Dance Through the Zero-Field: A vision from science
  by Ervin Laszlo
• Manifesto on the Spirit of Planetary Consciousness
  The Club of Budapest
• New Feminine, New Masculine, New Millennium
  Marion Woodman interviewed
• Gaia Theory, Gaia Practice: How to integrate sustainable technology?
  by Paul Allen
• Planting the Seed of Life
  Hyemeyohsts Storm interviewed
• Resource Guide: Organizations for a sustainable future
• Astrology: 9 – The Triangle of Light
  by Penny Allen
• The Path of Healing: 3 – The chakras
  by Diane Furlong and David Smallbone

**Issue 39: Spring 1998: £3.00**

• Woman Passionate to Empower
  Interview with Betty Williams, Irish Nobel Peace laureate
• Soul at the Edge: Enter mind, soul and spirit through the quantum vacuum
  by Danah Zohar
• Blessingway into Birth: Midwife's ceremony tailored to heal
  by Raven Lang
• The Sound of a Soul Waking Up
  Poems by Hafiz
• Healing Space: The meeting of architecture and psychotherapy
  by Michael Schimmelschmidt
• Bosnian Voices: Healing the trauma of Bosnia’s children
  by Colin Caffell
• Chemicals Break the Placental Barrier: The world’s children already at risk?
  by Theo Colborn
• Health Kinesiology: Healing through the body’s wisdom
  by Jane Thornell-Read
• The Path of Healing: 4 – Chakras and energy
  by Diane Furlong and David Smallbone
• Astrology: 10 – Uranos challenges the existing order
  by Penny Allen
• Sound: Introduction to Overtoning
  by Brian Lee

**Issue 40: Summer 1998: £3.00**

• The Coming Energy Revolution: Revolutionary sources of clean energy exist already:
  Jeanne Manning is interviewed
• Defiant Spirit: The Legacy of Rachel Carson
  by Linda Lear
• Mammon Gone Mad: 2 – The dangers of bio-technology
  by Moyra Bremner
• Anointing the Dying with Sound
  by Therese Schroeder-Shecker
• Blessing for Washing the Dead
  by Pete Sketchley and the Pagan Book of Living and Dying
• Remarkable Recovery: Scientific proof of extraordinary healing
  by Caryle Hirshberg
• Access to the Power that Moves the Universe: A new vision for healing
  by Pir Vilayat Khan
• Optimum Healing: Integrating spiritual healing with medical care
  by Craig Brown

**Issue 41: Autumn 1998: £3.00**

• Chimborazo: Climbing the highest mountain for peace
  by Tess Burrows
• Peace of Art: Exploring the meaning of peace
  by Lolli Aboutboul
• Letting Go: Creating sacred ritual for an operation
  by Sara Miller
• The Corn Circle Enigma 1998
  by Lucy Pringle
• Education into Fearlessness
  Interview with Tibetan monk Lama Gangchen
• Bagni di Lucca: City of the Waters and Global Village
  Interview with Nitamo Montecucco
• Mammon Gone Mad: 2 – More bitter fruits of genetic engineering
  by Moyra Bremner
• Sensuousness of Celtic Spirituality: The body as mirror of the soul
  by John O'Donohue
• Manuel Schoch and Time Therapy: Out of the body and into healing
  by Sally Peterson
• Light on Prescription: Russia pioneers photomedicine
  by Kira Samoilova

**Issue 42: Winter 1998/1999: £3.00**

• Through the Eyes of a Celtic Mystic
John O'Donohue interviewed by Patti-Pitcher
• Return of the Wise Woman: The doula is bringing changes in labour
  by Moyra Bremner
• Gaia and Global Corporations: 1 – Can the environment survive?
  by Edward Goldsmith
• Genetic Engineering Food Update: 3
  by Moyra Bremner
• The Green Man: Symbol of irrepressible life and hope
  by William Anderson
• Healing via TV: German doctor-healer delivers spectacular results
  by Eli E Lasch
• Meeting My Present and My Future
  Poems by Rowena Carnegie
• Working with Healing Angels: Connecting with your angel
  by William Bloom
• What is Transpersonal Psychology?
  by David Fontana
• How Safe is Acupuncture? Setting the record straight
  by Hugh MacPherson
• Seasons of Health: 1 – Winter: Warmth, fun and looking within
  by Romy Fraser and Sandra Hill

Issue 43: Spring 1999: £3.00

• GE Food Update: 4 – Unmask the spin – what is going on?
  by Moyra Bremner
• Heart of Chocolate: Green and Black – story of an ethical business
  by Josephine Fairley
• Gaia and the Global Corporations: 2 – What will halt environmental destruction?
  by Edward Goldsmith
• Transformation, Techniques and Grace: A testament from the former Rector of St James's Piccadilly
  by Revd Donald Reeves
• The Feminine Side of Love: To reach God by striving or by surrender?
  Llewellyn Vaughan-Lee
• Poem: Month by Month
  by Marion Wells
• Drugs and Dementia: Medicine can make elderly people appear demented
  by Kim Jobst
• Does Channelling Have a Place?
  by Tony and Ann Neate
• Sound: Sacred Voices Music Village
  Prakash Daswani is interviewed by Brian Lee
• Energy Healing in the Buqi System
  by Sofie-Ann Bracke
• Seasons of Health: 2 – Spring: Cleansing and new beginnings
  by Romy Fraser and Sandra Hill

Issue 44: Summer 1999: £3.00

• Birth of the Universal Human
Futurist Barbara Marx-Hubbard in interview
• The Mystery of Merlin: Sound to serve human evolution
  by Geoff Boltwood
• 'Every Illness is a Musical Problem': Sound healing across many cultures
  by Peter Culshaw
• Forgiveness – No Easy Path
  by Robin Shohet
• Coming Home to Myself – Soul rememberings of sacredness
  by Marion Woodman and Jill Mellick
• Forgiveness – A Story of Courage
  by Ann Japenga
• Kosovo – Forgiveness, Karma and Spiritual Choice
  by Revd Peter I Dewey
• The Y2K Bug and You
  by Francis Kinsman
• Hildegard’s Medicine: Health secrets of the 12th century mystic
  Compiled by Helmut Posch
• Astrology: 1 – Season of the Great Eclipse
  by Melanie Reinhart
• Science: Torsion Fields
  by Roger Taylor
• Seasons of Health: 3 – Summer natural health tips
  by Romy Fraser and Sandra Hill

Issue 45: Autumn 1999: £3.00

• Neale Donald Walsch interviewed by Sarida Brown
  International best-selling author of ‘Conversations with God’
• Rumi: Whispers of the Beloved
  Translated by Azima Melita Kolin and Maryam Mafi
• A Shining Silence: One woman's journey to forgive her sister's murderers
  by Marian Partington
• The Crop Circle Phenomenon
  by Jim Lyons, Lucy Pringle
• Hildegard of Bingen: 1 – The Cosmology of Human Health
  by Pamela Powers
• The Challenge of Non-Violence
  by Scilla Elworthy
• GE Update: 5 – Does the Third World need GE to feed its hungry?
  by Moyra Bremner
• Y2K: A Systems View
  by Paul Swann
• Living Sound: Gilles Petit frees you to find your authentic voice
  by Lucy Lidell
• Seasons of Health: 4 – Autumn natural health tips
  Romy Fraser and Sandra Hill


• Meet the Real Patch Adams, America’s most unusual doctor
  Interview by Robert Holden
• The Inner Marriage: Towards relationships of beauty
  Robert Bly and Marion Woodman interviewed by Sarida Brown
• Prophecy of the Whale-Dreamers: A historic gathering of tribal elders
  by Sally Peterson
• Hildegard of Bingen: 2 – The Science and Magic of Healing
  by Pamela Powers
• The Way of the Rose: The symbol of love, hope and peace
  by Val St Clair
• Millennium Visions
  Marion Woodman, Pir Vilayat Khan, Eileen Caddy, Roger Woolger, Anne Baring
• This Glorious Path of Love
  Poems by Hafiz, translated by Daniel Ladinsky
• Astrology: 2 – Dark Fire: The astrology of the Millennium
  by Melanie Reinhart
• The Crop Circle Phenomenon: Linking humanity and cosmos
  by James Lyons
• The Politics of Cancer
  by Beverley Steffert
• Seasons of Health: 1 – Light on Seasonal Affective Disorder
  by Cornelia Featherstone

Issue 47: Spring 2000: £3.45

• Meet the real Uri Geller
  Interview by John Hunt
• Spiritual Intelligence
  by Danah Zohar and Ian Marshall
• The Search for Happiness
  A meeting with Gangaji
• The Asha Centre: Pioneering sacred space for the diverse London community
  Zerbanoo Gifford interviewed by Sarida Brown
• Where East and West Are One: 1 – Is Western culture Eastern?
  by Peter Kingsley
• Flo Hickson, deportee – Up till 1967 the UK government was deporting ‘orphans’
  by Ruth I Johns
• A Time to be Born
  Poems by Jeni Couzyn
• Is Your Filling Really Necessary? Thoughts from a holistic dentist
  by Brian Teall
• Astrology: 3 – Behind the Bull of Heaven: Line-up of seven planets
  by Melanie Reinhart
• Seasons of Health: 2 – Spring cleaning for body, mind and spirit
  Cornelia Featherstone
• Teaching Children How to Make Peace
  Carola Splettstoesser

Issue 48: Summer 2000: £3.45

• The Tao of Conflict Resolution
  Arnie Mindell is interviewed by Sarida Brown
• The Search for the Indigenous Soul
by Noel Cobb
• Genetic Engineering Update: 6
by Moyra Bremner
• Reflex or Response: A meditation exercise to stop repeating patterns
by Mark Nepo
• East and West Are One: 2 – Our forgotten Western roots
by Peter Kingsley
• Cancer Alert for Toiletries and Cosmetics
by Dr Samuel S Epstein
• Life is Listening: Sound healing with Tomatis Therapy
by Patrick de la Roque
• A Haven for Hope: The Haven Trust for people with breast cancer
Sara Davenport interviewed by Sarida Brown
• Bad Science Attacks Vitamin C
Sarida Brown and Dr Michael B Schachter
• What Do You Require from Your Dentist?
by holistic dentist Brian Teall
• Seasons of Health: Blessings of wild plants
by Lora Starling
• Astrology: 4 – The Sun 'Stands Still'
by Melanie Reinhart

Issue 49: Autumn 2000: £3.45

• Living for Freedom: 1 – 14 months as Chechen hostages
Camilla Carr and Jon James interviewed by Sarida Brown
• The Great Cancer Betrayal: Are we asking the right questions?
by Beata Bishop
• Eros and the Mystical Quest
by Sara Sviri
• Heart Rhythm Practice
by Arjunada Vitos and Alistair Beattie
• Heretics of All Disciplines Unite! Against fundamentalism in science and medicine
by Michel Schiff
• First Heal the House: The hidden cause of disease
Alf Riggs interviewed by Sarida Brown
• How Bad Science Attacks Vitamin C – 2. Can vitamin C harm your heart?
by Sarida Brown and Michael Schachter
• Children for Peace: A world network of youthful catalysts
by David Woollcombe
• The Prophecies of Tareth: What is modern prophecy?
by Geoff Boltwood/Tareth
• Astrology: 5 – Mercury's Magical Mystery Tour
by Melanie Reinhart
• Seasons of Health: 2 – Warming up for autumn and winter
by Cornelia Featherstone

Issue 50: Winter 2000: £3.45

• Is Organic Food Worth Buying? The truth behind agribusiness disinformation
by Moyra Bremner
• A Farmer’s Warning: How engineered crops can damage lives
  by Moyra Bremner
• Watering the Seeds of True Peace
  by Thich Nhat Hanh
• Manifesto 2000—An opportunity to make a pledge to peace
• The Key to World Peace
  by Amma
• Art touching the soul’s journey
  Paintings of Susan Seddon Boulet
• Living for Freedom: 2 – The art of forgiveness
  Camilla Carr and Jon James interviewed by Sarida Brown
• For the Beloved, In Air and Stone Poem
  by Jay Ramsay, picture by Carole Bruce
• Cancer Breakthrough with Oxygen Therapies
  by Simon Best
• Part of Everyone: ‘May I never be numb to the hurt of exclusion’
  by Jaihn K Rose
• Astrology: 6 – Water Bearer Dreaming
  by Melanie Reinhart

Issue 51: Spring 2001: £3.45

• World Peace: Written for Caduceus to celebrate publication of our first 50 issues
  by His Holiness The Dalai Lama
• When the Heart of the World Opens
  by Llewellyn Vaughan-Lee
• Time: Words, sculptures and photographs
  by Andy Goldsworthy
• The Medicine of Science and Spirit: Legacy of Rudolph Steiner
  Dr James Dyson of Park Attwood Clinic interviewed by Sarida Brown
• Bowen: Moving Blocked Energy
  by Kayode Olafimihan and Susannah Hall
• All Things Are Connected: The Latest Weapon of War
  by Moyra Bremner
• Mobile Phones: The pressure and evidence continue to mount
  by Simon Best
• Five Animal Play: Chinese health exercises of the Han dynasty
  by Hua To
• Astrology: 6 – The Warrior Returns
  by Melanie Reinhart

Issue 52: Summer 2001: £3.45

• Do You Know God? Seeking the science of miracles
  Deepak Chopra interviewed by Sarida Brown
• The Foot and Mouth Epidemic: What Ails Us? The timeless question amidst the desecration
  by Anne Baring
• Voices from a Silent Land: The farmers’ experience
  by Jose MacDonald and Moyra Bremner
• Burning Words
Jay Ramsay and fellow poets
- Foot the Bill and Shut Your Mouth: A farm animal is for life, not for cruelty by Juliet Gellatley
- Kathleen Raine – Greatest living English poet Interviewed by Jay Ramsay and Sarida Brown
- What Poetry Serves by Paul Matthews
- Syntonic Phototherapy: The light in your eyes is healing by Ray Gottlieb and Larry Wallace
- Colour and Colourlessness: Indigenous soul vs McWorld by Noel Cobb
- Mobile Phone Masts: Are They Dangerous? by John Hunt
- Can We Protect Ourselves from Harmful EM Fields? by Roger Taylor
- Sex and Spirit: Celebrating Sex as Sacred by Elke Heyer
- Astrology: 7 – The Mind in Transformation by Melanie Reinhart

Issue 53: Autumn 2001: £3.45

- ‘Keep Jumping Off the Deep End’ Rabia Joyce Purcell at 90, interviewed by Sarida Brown
- Circle of Sound – the Indian tradition of raga by Felix Padel
- The Alchemy of the Invisible Paintings by Jenny Poretsky-Lee, poems by Jay Ramsay
- Creating Your Reality: Living in a holographic universe by Christine Page
- The Hospital as a Temple: An obstetrician’s search for the medicine of the soul by Bart van der Lugt
- Tango for Tigers: Renewing warrior spirit through community by Alan Heeks
- The Spell of the Sensuous: On falling in love again with Nature by David Abram
- Colloidal Silver – One of the most effective ‘germ’ killers ever? by Simon Best
- Protection from Mobile Phone Radiation by Simon Best
- The Quest: A new programme in personal and spiritual growth by Ike Isaksen
- Explaining the Way of the World: On Ken Wilbur’s latest work A Theory of Everything by David Fontana
- Astrology: 8 – Sirius Presiding by Melanie Reinhart


- What I Would Say to Osama bin Laden Thich Nhat Hanh interviewed by Anne A Simpkinson
• Meditation and Global Awareness: What has changed since September 11th?
  by Llewellyn Vaughan-Lee
• From ’Just World’ to Real World: A watershed for civilization?
  by Dorothy Rowe
• The Spirit of Afghanistan: A country of great beauty, a self-respecting people
  by Lesley Garner
• Intuition and the Creation of a Better World
  by Steve Nation
• Rumi: Hidden Music
  Translated by Azima Melita Kolin and Maryam Mafi
• The Healing Land: Healing trance dance with Kalahari Bushmen
  by Rupert Isaacson
• Forgiveness: A dynamic force for evolution
  by Christine Morgan
• Let Me Tell You a Story
  by Tessa Strickland
• Mantra: The Art of Sound and Inner Silence
  Interview with Sri Shyamji Bhatnagar
• New Ozone Therapy Research: Effective treatment for MRSA
  by Simon Best
• Astrology: 9 – Sirius Re-membered
  by Melanie Reinhart

**Issue 55: Spring 2002: £3.45**

• Psychic Surgery and the Medicine of Love
  Rubens Faria, Brazilian healer, is interviewed by Sarida Brown
• Awakening to Immortality: The evolution of matter into spirit
  by Pir Vilayat Khan
• Images from a Higher Source: Paintings with a new language of energy
  by Sara Allan
• New Light on Energy Medicine
  James Oschman is interviewed by Susannah Hall and Kayode Olafimihan
• In Tune with the Spirit: 1 – From the Ruin
• Classic Poems edited
  by Jay Ramsay
• People or Bricks? Building community organically
  by Alan Heeks
• In Celebration of Sacred Mountains: Chimborazo in Equador
  by Tess Burrows
• Fluoridation: It’s Time to Bite the Bullet
  by Barry Groves
• A GP’s View of the NHS: 1 – The big picture of health
  by Peter Davies
• Astrology: 10 – White Dove Over Troubled Waters
  by Melanie Reinhart
Issue 56: Summer 2002: £3.45

• Peace Meditations and the Awakening of All of Sri Lanka
  by Steve Nation
• Mike Scott – Troubadour of the Spirit
  Interview by Jay Ramsay and Sarida Brown
• Organic Architecture
  by Michael Schimmelschmidt
• What Calls You, Pilgrim?
  by Ravi Ravindra
• The Dangers of Flouride
  by Barry Groves
• In Tune with the Spirit: Classic Poems
  edited by Jay Ramsay
• Energy Psychology
  by Susan Courtney
• Low Self Esteem: The mother of all evils?
  by Peter Davies
• In Celebration of Sacred Mountains
  by Alan Watson Featherstone
• Shoulders, Bridges, Gates
  by Alan Heeks

Issue 57: Autumn 2002: £3.45

• Festivals for our Global Community
  by Steve Nation
• The launch of www.caduceus.info
  by Chris Senior
• The Deepening Process of Peace
  Arnie Mindell is interviewed by Sarida Brown
• FINDHORN COMMUNITY 40th ANNIVERSARY
  Making the Ordinary Magical
  by Tonya Phillips
• Bringing Heaven to Earth
  by Cornelia Featherstone
• What Calls You, Pilgrim?
  by Ravi Ravindra
• Light in the Darkness – Voices of Israel and Palestine
  Gila Svirsky and Lama Hourani
• Earth Emergency – A call to action
  by Sally Peterson
• The Frontiers of Science
  Peter Fenwick is interviewed by Naumana Amjad
• New Energy: The unrecognized potential
by Roger Taylor  
• What will the neighbours...?
by Peter Davies  
• The Paintings of Lucy Voelcker
by Nicholas Naydler  
• In Celebration of Sacred Mountains by Diane Barker

**Issue 58: Winter 2002/2003: £3.45**

• It Takes Two Wings to Fly  
Interviews with Ibrahim Abu El Hawa and Eliyahu McLean  
MEMORY FEATURE  
• Memory – Key to mind and soul
• Hidden Family Memory
Anne Ancelin Schutzenberger interviewed by Naumana Amjad  
• Looking Deeply, Healing
by Thich Nhat Hanh  
• Series: The Frontiers of Science
by Sean Spence  
• The Memory Palace
• Water Memory – Revolutionizing medicine
by Roger Taylor  
• Losing Your Marbles?
by Patrick Holford  
• The Real Price Of Food
by Moyra Bremner  
• Twelve Days, Twelve Gifts
by Tessa Strickland  
• Writing As A Healing Art
by Allegra Taylor

**SPIRITUAL REMEMBERANCE**

• Five Steps to Concentration
by Hidayat Inayat-Khan  
• From Concentration to Realization
by Pir Zia Inayat Khan  
• Forgetting the Freedom of our Real Self
by Llewellyn Vaughan-Lee  
• Ritalin: Medicating children to death?
by Simon Best  
• The Hopes and the Fears
by Peter Davies

**Issue 59: Spring 2003: £3.75**

• The Mystique of the Earth
Thomas Berry is interviewed by Caroline Webb  
SPECIAL FEATURE – THE PASSION OF IRAQ
• Our Life in Pieces
Nadje Al-Ali is interviewed by Naumana Amjad  
• The Origins of Iraq – An historical overview
• A Glimpse of Iraqi Mystical Heritage
• The Prize of Peace
  Scilla Elworthy speaks to Caduceus
• Conundra on War and Peace
  by Lionel Snell
• What is Peace?
  By David Spangler
• A Plague on Iraq
• Sekem: Vitality from the Sun
  Helmy Abouleish is interviewed by Sarida Brown
• Lettuce Pray - the power of prayer on plant growth
  by Simon Best
• The Unknown She
  by Hilary Hart
• Inner Peace Through Inner Wisdom
  by SN Goenka
• The Cancer Resource Centre
  by Francis Miller

Issue 60: Summer 2003: £3.75

• Waking Up on the Threshold of Chaos
  Marion Woodman is interviewed by Sarida Brown
• Democracy Betrayed
  by James Denver
• The Extended Mind
  by Rupert Sheldrake
• Finding Our Own True Nature
  by Pema Chodron
• Reflections On Universal Hall
  Mike Scott of the Waterboys is interviewed by Sally Peterson
• Here Comes the Sun – Get out in it!
  by Simon Best
• Healing Cards
  by Caroline Myss and Peter Occhiogrosso
• Songs for Gaia
  by Brian Lee
SPECIAL FEATURE – NEW WORLD ORDER
• Pax Americana
  by Stephen Rose
• Aggressiveness or Altruism?
  by Naumana Amjad
• A Story of Anger, Guilt and Hope
  by Branka Stamenkovic
• Letter from a Desert Monastery
  by Elias Amidon
  Cover CD – Universal Hall by the Waterboys

Issue 61: Autumn 2003: £3.75

• Reclaiming our Gift of Humanness – Malidoma Some is interviewed by Sarida Brown
• Resting in the Arms of the Unknown
by Tony Jackson
• A journey of complete recovery from cancer
• Sunshine Heals Us Much More Than It Harms
by Simon Best
• In memory of Kathleen Raine
• A Time and a Place for Gene Transfer ...
by MaeWan Ho
• ‘We Can Make War Archaic’ ....Caroline Webb writes on Dennis Kucinich
• In Islam Has the West Found Its Therapist?
by Andrew Samuels
• Is There a Moral Crisis in Our Society?
• Post Traumatic Growth
• Sound Healing, Science and Mystical Insight
by Tom Kenyon
• Bach: Music of Mystical Codes and Hidden Meanings
by Paul Robertson

Issue 62: Spring 2004: £3.75

• Speaking Out for Justice – Anita Roddick is interviewed by Sarida Brown
• Amazing Coherence
by Ervin Laszlo
• Fuel for the Heart: Remembering the UN workers killed in Iraq
by Steve Nation
• The Believer’s Candle
by Elias Amidon
• Reflections on the Spirit of Change
by Lionel Snell
• The Corporations and Our Freedom of Health
by Kim Hutchinson
• The Evolving Life of the Heart
by Serge Beddington-Behrens
• Metal Madness
by Pat Thomas
• Barefoot on Holy Ground
Lesley Garner on the work of Gloria Karpinski
• Ordinary People Doing Extraordinary Things
Phillip Hodgson on the Chatsworth Centre
• Frontiers of Science: Exploring a positive view of human nature
• The Poetry of Mirabai

Issue 63: Summer 2004: £3.75

• The Importance of Mind – Akong Rinpoche is interviewed by Jane Clark
• The Path of the Unarmed Heroes
by Dina Glouberman
• Peace Making at the Sharp End
by Scilla Elworthy
• First Light
by Neil Douglas-Klotz
• The Evolution of the Self in the Prism of Sufism
by Pir Zia Inayat Khan
• GM Food – Is it safe to eat?
by Craig Sams
• The Great Stealth Health Robbery
by Tony Jackson
• Film as 21st Century Shamanic Storytelling – Stephen Simon interviewed by Sally Peterson
• Frontiers of Science: Hope for the Hopeless

Issue 64: Autumn 2004: £3.75

• The Source of Creativity – Philip Pullman is interviewed by Jeremy Naydler
• Pilgrimage to Enemy Territory
by Elias Amidon
• Park Attwood Clinic
by Jonathan Stedall
• The Passionate Love for Truth – AH Almaas is interviewed by Dina Glouberman
• Hope is Stronger than Death – Poems
by Anne-Marie Schimmel
• Sunbathing and Vitamin D
by Simon Best
• Living in a Crystal World
by Nick Cummins
• The World Trade Organization after the Collapse of Cancun – Martin Kohr is interviewed by Teun Timmers
• Tithing and the Tao of Money
by Nick Kettles
• Frontiers of Science: Are We All Connected?
• His Dark Materials at the National Theatre
by Ramsay Dukes

Issue 65: Winter 2004/5: £3.75

• Healing through the Luminous Energy Field – Alberto Villoldo is interviewed by Helen Fost
• Awakening Your Real Self
by Pir Vilayat Khan
• The Shocking Power of Supermarkets
by Lucy Michaels
• Peace Journalism in the Holy Land
by Jake Lynch and Annabel McGoldrick
• Salt: From white gold to white poison
by Simon Best
• Are We All Connected Now?
by Stephen Cotterell
• Everything I’ve Ever Done That Worked
by Lesley Garner
• Resting in the Arms of the Unknown – For Tony Jackson

Issue 66: Spring 2005: £3.75

• Satsang with Fr Bede Griffiths
• The Hope of the Future, Art and Soul: Mark Rylance interviewed by Sally Peterson
• Slavery Today
  by Steve Nation
• The Return of Mary Magdalene
  by Roger Woolger
• The Paintings of Raffaello Mori – Florentine mystic
• Chrone: The Chromatics of Ageing Marion Woodman is interviewed by Sarida Brown
• Prayer and the Five Elements
  by Pir Zia Inayat Khan

Issue 67: Winter 2005: £3.75

• Earthquake in Pakistan
  Naumana Amjad urges compassion, wisdom and prayer
• Life… to Death… to boundless life
  by Betty Kovacs
• A personal experience of the Divine Game: The Great Turning
  by Joanna Macy
• Creating a life-sustaining society
  Love Poems from God
  Two mystics, from East and West
• Pioneering The New Reformation?
  by Angelina Di Fazio
  Matthew Fox demands the Church accept its spiritual roots
• Saving the Sacred Mountains of Orissa
  by Felix Padel
  Bauxite mining threatens their guardians’ survival
• Sireadh Thall – Seek Beyond
  by Will Gethin
  A Celtic priest and bard aims to revivify her ancient path
• Yoga and Sound
  by Judith Seelig
  The song of the body
• The New Bioelectrography
  by Roger Taylor
  Kirlian photography takes a leap forward
• A Significant Victory
  by Robert Verkerk
  Legal action modifies an EU directive on supplements

Books: Hidden Faces of Ancient Indian Song; Beating Arthritis and Beating Osteoporosis; Who Wrote Bacon?; Sacred Dying - Creating Rituals for Embracing the End of Life; Being Alive - The sequel to Staying Alive; The Heart of Garlic; Peace Journalism; Gematria: The Numbers of Infinity.

Issue 68: Spring 2006: £3.75

• 24/7: Dying for a world that never sleeps
  by Daniela Sieff
  Lack of sleep is causing ill-health and accidents
• Paradigm wars: Intelligent Design vs Darwinism
  by Angelina Di Fazio
The debate is dividing scientists and the Church
- A holistic world view for a planetary civilization
  by Ervin Laszlo
- New ways of thinking to solve the world’s problems
  by Shirley du Boulay
- A modern mystic of two faiths
  The story of Henri Le Saux’ amazing spiritual journey
  by John Krcma
- Neuro-art?
  Art and the brain’s evolution – exploring the link
  by Sarah Lucas
- When spiritual emergence becomes an emergency
  The fear and the ecstasy of spiritual transformation
  by Julia Pendower
- Avian flu – hype or real threat?
  Sorting fact from fiction, vaccines and other aids

**Books:** Tantra of Sound; No Time to Lose: A Timely Guide to the Way of the Bodhisattva; The Cave of the Heart; Big Pharma: how the world's biggest drug companies market illness; The Shamanic Way of the Bee.

**Issue 69: Autumn 2006: £3.95**

- Columbia’s Kogi Indians – Guardians of a sacred trust
  by Alan Eriera
  Warnings from a people protecting the Heart of the World
- Unlocking the secrets of the wounded psyche: Part 1
  by Daniela Sieff
  A psychological survival system can become a prison
- Francis of Assisi – Paintings of our time
  by Jeremy Naydler
  Depictions of a ‘holy simpleton’ with a message for us all
- The unity of Nature and Culture
  by Brian Goodwin
  Revelations and implications of dissolving boundaries
- Answering the primordial question
  by Pia Zia Inayat-Khan
  Spiritual liberty offers us challenges and opportunities
- Pyramids power new research
  by Roger Taylor
  Russian studies find extraordinary effects
- Drinking water – is out most precious natural resource contaminated?
  by Robert Verkerk
  What are you also absorbing from a glass of water?
- Seeking the essence of water
  by Simon Charter
  An anthroposophical approach involving Flowforms
- The Interfaith Seminary – many paths, one Truth
  by Catherine Lucas
  A program to train non-denominational ministers
- Whole Healing Easily and Effectively
by Daniel Benor
Powerful therapy that stimulates left and right brain

Books: The Wave; A New Earth: Awakening to your life's purpose; Megalithic Measures and Rhythms; The Hidden Story of Cancer; Songs for Gaia; EMDR and the Energy Therapies: psychoanalytic perspectives; Wild Geese: selected poems.

**Issue 70: Winter 2006: £3.95** (scan only available)

- Reconciliation over revenge
  by Heba Zaphiriou-Zarifi
  Coming exhibition by Palestinian and Israeli artists
- One Year On – Saving Orissa’s mountains
  by Felix Padel, Samarendra Das and Surya Dash
  India’s Dongria Konds oppose mining exploitation of their land
- Re-inhabiting the body
  by Tina Stromstead
  Authentic Movement as a pathway to transformation
- Unlocking the secrets of the wounded psyche: Part 2
  by Daniela Sieff
  Its miraculous survival system that is also a prison
- Toward a peaceful tomorrow by Jo Berry
  Conference commits sufferers of terrorism to peace
- Breast cancer – one woman’s journey
  by Lisa Lambon
  Embracing a holistic approach to treatment and survival
- Mistletoe therapy for cancer at Park Attwood
  Research supports a treatment better known in Europe
- Herbal medicine
  by Peter Jackson-Main
  Its future practice under impending regulation
- Chlorine – boon or bane of our drinking water?
  by Robert Verkerk
  The benefits versus the considerable dangers
- Inspired by an unseen source
  by Painton Cowen
  An appreciation of the ‘guided’ paintings by Sara Allan

**New Global Festivals** -- Steve Nation
World AIDS Day and Human Rights Day
Astrology – Melanie Reinhart
Pluto re-defined, listening to the beyond

**Books:** The Biology of Transcendence; Hemp for Victory; Your Thyroid and how to keep it healthy; Kasper Hauser: Paintings; Crucible of Love; The Powerwatch Handbook.

**Poetry:** In Tune with Spirit
Jay Ramsey discusses TS Eliot’s The Waste Land

**Sound** – International Sound Healing Conference
James D’Angelo reports on latest US research

**News**
Spiritual Narratives in Psychological Therapies conference
Fluoride linked to obesity through effect on thyroid
Flu vaccines – not very useful and potentially harmful
C. difficile threat as new superbug

**Issue 71: Spring 2007: £3.95**

- Mornings with Eileen
  by Mike Scott
  Accompanying Eileen to her daily morning meditation
- Eileen Caddy 1917-2006
  An inspiration modern mystic
- All is very, very well
  by Mike Scott
  Recalling Eileen’s life and journey to co-found Findhorn
- My personal experience with guidance
  by Eileen Caddy
  An early lesson on how to listen to the ‘still voice within’
- A radical lover of God
  by Robin Alfred
  Recalling the many times that Eileen guided him
- Cymatics – insights into the invisible world of sound
  by Jeff Volk
  Stunning images reveal the dynamic interaction of sound with water
- Polyphonic harmonies and song in the Republic of Georgia
  by Madge Bray
  Using vibrational healing to treat traumatized children
- Living in the continuous world
  by Jason Shulman
  Changing the way we perceive our selves in the world
- ORMUS – Orbitally Re-arranged Monotomic Elements
  by Roger Taylor
  Specific elements appear to possess unusual, beneficial properties
- Watercress – superfood with strong anti-cancer properties
  New research supports watercress status as a superfood
- Healing encounter in Ladakh
  by Anita Fuller
  A visit to the country’s most celebrated oracle/healer

**New Global Festivals** – Steve Nation
International Day for Biological Diversity and World Environment Day
**Astrology** – Melanie Reinhart
Saturn and Neptune go head to head
**Sound:** Peter Culshaw travels with the band Tinariwen in Mali
**Books:** Water Sound Images: The Creative Music of the Universe; The Biology of Belief; The Healing Power of the Human Voice; Carry Me Home; They Are What You Feed Them
**Poetry:** In Tune with Spirit
Jay Ramsey discusses Ezra Pound’s The Cantos

**Issue 72: Summer 2007: £3.95**

*Listening to the landscape*
• Healing the land, healing ourselves
Margaret Colquhoun describes her and her colleagues’ 14 years work to develop the land around Pishwanton Wood in southeast Scotland to construct buildings and a community based on the principles of Goethean/Steiner science.
• Building for the Sun
Richard Hobday examines how the ancients' use of sunlight in buildings was re-discovered in architectural movements in the ‘30s, used in treating TB and is being increasingly recognized in designing modern buildings.
• Vitamin D update and hazards of sun screens
Simon Best describes the latest research on benefits of vitamin D – generated by sunlight – and the hazardous substances in most commercial sun screens.
• Re-discovering the art and science of sound healing
John Reid and Annaliese Kohinoor illustrate how sound therapy, first used by the ancients, is now poised to reveal the intricacies of healing both at the cellular and psychological levels.
• Reclaiming the Sacred Feminine
Margaret Starbird recounts the history and myths around the theme of the sacred feminine featuring Mary Magdalene's relationship with Christ, its suppression by the Church and re-emergence via the unfolding saga of the Knights Templar and imagery in Rosslyn Chapel and elsewhere.
• Climate change – accepting an inconvenient truth
Felix Padel reports on the issues raised at a major London conference, the pressing time-frame to achieve CO2 reductions and the pros and cons of biofuels.

Sound: Featuring the recently decoded Rosslyn Motet, deciphered after 15 years from the cymatic images carved in stone in Rosslyn Chapel and recorded there.
Books: Wolves of Water (a study of nuclear radiation and the cover-ups); The Light Revolution; The Great Cholesterol Con; Into the Further Reaches; One Self; Explore Alchemy

Issue 73: Autumn 2007: £3.95

Reaching beyond the surface

• Burma’s cry for freedom – time to act
• Drawing the inside out
Mike Chase describes working with masks to face fears on the therapeutic journey -- as part of the International Mask Festival at Stourbridge
• The music of the megaliths
Marke Pawson reveals the links between megalithic design, music and the cosmos
• Vaastu – design for living in harmony with Nature
Thomas Royer examines the principles of this oldest approach to architecture
• From healing Ayurveda to centred stillness
Sarida Brown explores her cleansing experience of authentic Ayurveda at a Sri Lankan spa
• Healer, super-food – and free
Zoë Hawes shows how research is supporting old folk-tales about the properties of nettle
• The enigmatic hexagon on Saturn
John Reid proposes that sound is the key to understanding the planet’s unexplained structure
• Dancing the Wheel of Life
Will Gethin reports on a major UK residential conference for shamanic practitioners

New Global Festivals – Steve Nation
International Day for Non-Violence/Be The Change 2007

Poetry: In Tune with Spirit
Jay Ramsay examines Edwin Muir’s The Castle

Sound: James D’Angelo describes The Song of the Earth ‘acoustic sound ritual’ in Gloucester Cathedral

Books: The Oxygen Prescription; Sacred Sound, Sacred Space; Last Child in the Woods; Time Stands Still; Confessions to a Womaniser - Secrets of the world’s inspirational women

News
Mobile phone use for over 10 years increases cancer risk
1,000 US doctors and scientists demand ban on fluoridation
Prof Ernst knocks herbal medicine; Death of Pam Perry

Issue 74: Winter 2007/8: £3.95

Honouring the inner spirit

• His Holiness The Dalai Lama to visit UK in May
Find out where he is speaking and how to book a place
• Resisting deforestation
Ken Finn reveals the efforts needed to fight deforestation and corruption, and preserve the sacred land of indigenous people
• Seeing with the eye of the heart
Anne Baring celebrates the vision of the British painter Cecil Collins in his centenary year
• Talking to the animals
Moyra Bremner explores the abilities of animal communicator extraordinaire Amelia Kinkade, which she also teaches
• Seaweed – Nature’s secret for a long and healthy life?
Jane Philpott and Montse Bradford analyse the amazing nutrition in this sea vegetable
• Critique: 'The Secret History of the War on Cancer' by Dr Devra Davis
Roger Coghill asks how biased – or corrupt – is the science behind orthodox cancer treatment, based on the revelations in this major new book?
• What is living water?
Alick Bartholomew explores Viktor Schauberger’s ideas on water’s true nature

New Global Festivals – Steve Nation
International Year of Planet Earth, Sanitation, Languages and… the Potato

Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit
Jay Ramsay explores the poetry of Stephen Spender

Astrology – Melanie Reinhart
Crossing the threshold: Pluto into Capricorn

Sound: James D’Angelo describes the powerful impact of the unique film, Into Great Silence
Peter Culshaw assesses the big sound of Les Ethiopiques

Books: Psyche and Cosmos; The Gerson Way; Tree Yoga; Thirst (poetry title)

News
Open Letter to the British Food Journal challenging their award for best GM paper
Psychophonetics comes to the UK
ANH launches sustainable healthcare campaign
London College of Spirituality opens

Issue 75: Spring - Summer 2008: £3.95
Funny faces help dissolve fear
Eliyahu McLean of the Jerusalem Peacemakers on an unusual project

Journey to the Heart, by William Gethin
Preserving the way of life of the Peruvian Indians

‘Little Tibet’ – investing in the future of Ladakh, by Philip Cornwell
The aims of the charity that is building the Druk White Lotus School

Healing the soul – way of the shaman, by Karen Sawyer
Entering the realms the shaman inhabits to bring about healing

Iodine – high doses treat the thyroid, breast disease and cancer, by Prof Donald Miller
US doctors are using high doses to detox the thyroid and treat breast disease

Government ‘Goliath’ felled by dogged ‘David’, by Dr Chris Busby
Mark Purdey’s courageous quest to expose the denial behind the BSE fiasco

Reclaiming the sacred voice, by Susan Elizabeth Hale
Exploring the power of the voice to re-connect us to the sacred

New Global Festivals – Steve Nation
Climate change, poverty and the heart-centred will

Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit
Jay Ramsay examines the poetry of Vernon Watkins

Astrology – Melanie Reinhart
Focus shifts from Fire to Earth

Sound: James D’Angelo reviews two albums by sound healer Jonathan Goldman

Books: Iodine – Why you need it, why you can’t live without it; The Book of Tibetan Medicine; The Transition Handbook; Alexander Thom: Cracking the Stone Age Code; Food is better Medicine than Drugs

News
International Glass Festival 2008
Legal action only option says ANH if EC does not alter course on supplements
Transforming the medical model from within
Hazard fears in 80 percent of 952 sunscreens
Low vitamin D linked to death from all causes

Issue 76, Autumn/Winter 2008: £3.95

Race to the Antarctic for peace and the environment
Tess Burrows and her partner race five others teams to the South Pole

Climate change: cool inconvenient truths expose flaws in CO2 model
Dr Peter Taylor presents neglected evidence that he argues shows global cooling has now started

View from the mountain
Wendy Ellyatt explores the Hopi and other prophesies surrounding 2012 in the context of transforming ourselves and society through ancient wisdom

Freedom through hardship
David Hamblin interprets what humanity faces from the horoscope for December 21, 2012

Sounding the sacred in Celtic shamanism
Dr Geo Trevarthen examines chanting and the use of sound and music to connect with the sacred

Magnesium chloride
Barbara Bourke describes its vital importance for optimum health, fighting infections and slowing the aging process

Working with soul in health and illness
Wendy Stokes reports on first joint conference by practitioners of spirit release

**New Global Festivals** – Steve Nation
*Money and the financial crisis*

**Sound**
*James D’Angelo reports on ‘singing stones’ at Avebury with Tareth*

**Astrology** – Melanie Reinhart
*Saturn opposite Uranus – break-up, breakdown and… breakthrough*

**Book reviews**
The Mystery of 2012 – Predictions, Prophecies and Possibilities
2012 and the Galactic Center
The Woodland Year
The Cygnus Mystery

**Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit**
*Jay Ramsay assesses the poetry of Cecil Collins*

**News**
Georgina Downs wins case against Government policy on pesticides
Help save Bride’s Mound at Glastonbury
Chemotherapy drug causes brain damage
Seaweed could replace salt in food

**Issue 77, Spring 2009: £3.95**

**Foremost Lama to visit**
His Eminence the 7th Dzogchen Rinpoche visits the UK this summer

**Sound and light treat children’s learning problems**
Pauline Allen, Principal of the Sound Learning Centre, describes how re-training the brain’s processing improves a child learning difficulties

**Sounding Bowls – their unique properties and healing power**
Tobias Kaye explores the therapeutic effects of his special instruments

**Prophesies of the Inka**
Dr Alberto Villoldo recounts Inka predictions of upheavals prior to the return of the Earth people

**Swine flu – how proportionate is the response?**
Dr Robert Verkerk outlines his concerns over the new outbreak and the agendas of those involved

**Keys to understanding your animal**
Helen Wingstedt teaches how to avoid miscommunications by establishing emotional consistency

**Manfred Kyber – a life in two worlds**
Nigel Cooper presents the first systematic account of the life and work of this writer, visionary poet and animal lover in English

**Codex Alimentarius: focus on true threats, not misinformation**
Dr Robert Verkerk warns us not to be distracted from tackling the important issues

**New Global Festivals** – Steve Nation
*Transition times – Year of Reconciliation*

**Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit**
*Jay Ramsay considers the poetry of Kathleen Raine*

**Astrology** – Melanie Reinhart
Water of life: Jupiter, Chiron and Neptune in Aquarius

Books
The Sky is Always There; Be The Change; Out of Time; Grow your own Drugs; (my) Dying is Fun; Aung San Suu Kyi: The Voice of Hope

News
Resonance, Festival of Sound Healing
Vitamin D evidence prompts governments to review intake guidance
MHRA grants first homoeopathic license
NICE recommends acupuncture for back pain
Beijing scholars’ bold report reveals breakdown in China’s Tibet policy
Transitus festival of dying; Death of John Mitchell
Wildheart prepares for autumn gathering

Issue 78, Autumn 2009: £3.95

Worldshift2012 launched at British Museum
A new worldwide network announces its urgent Declaration
Harmonically guided evolution – the real missing link?
Richard Merrick proposes that geometric design is present at the molecular and quantum level
Metatronic Healing - purification with new energetic frequencies
Pippa Merivale describes Attunements and Transmissions energized by angelic ‘instruction’
Re-discovering the essential feminine - a shamanic perception
Eliana Harvey describes a shamanic approach for women wishing to reclaim their inner power
AtlasProfilax -- re-aligning the Atlas to release pain
Fiona Westwood outlines a novel technique promises relief from many painful conditions
To vaccinate or not to vaccinate?
Dr Damien Downing presents an alternative, nutritional option to swine flu vaccination
Using mantras to balance your chakras
Simon Heather describes how to use special ‘bija’ mantras to balance the chakras
Acai berry
How this ‘superfood’ benefits Brazil’s children and Rainforest

New Global Festivals – Steve Nation
Focus on climate change and peace
Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit
Jay Ramsay reflects on the poetry of Ruth Pitter

Books
CHILL: A reassessment of global warming theory; Worldshift2012: Making Green Business, New Politics & Higher Consciousness Work; Vision of Albion. The Key to the Holy Grail; Did Jesus come to Britain?; When Jesus lived in India; Chalice Well: The story of a living sanctuary

Briefings
ICNM launches complementary medicine awards
Thyroid health and iodine therapy seminar
Sweeteners reduce kidney function
World Puja Network celebrates 10 years
Computer-based CBT therapy treats depression and anxiety effectively at home
Major studies support cancer risk from mobile phones
Altruism can transform economic systems
A conference inspired by the Dalai Lama debates spiritual values

Releasing green energies
Sam Burcher discusses green technologies, organic agriculture and the plight of the bees

Harmonically guided evolution – the universal pattern of life
Richard Merrick: Part 2: discovering sacred geometric design in all phenomena

Are you salt deficient?
Dr David Brownstein outlines health benefits of mineral-rich, additive-free, unrefined sea salt

Songs of enchantment - legacy of Seidr in shamanism
Annette Host explores this ancient Northern European shamanic tradition

Encounter with extraterrestrials
James D'Angelo gives an extraordinary eye-witness account of attempted communication

Protect your rights to natural medicine
Dr Robert Verkerk warns of the threat to herbs and natural medicines and how to help

New Global Festivals – Steve Nation
Considers 2010 as the International Year of Biodiversity

Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit
Jay Ramsay assesses the work of Thomas Merton

Books
Interference: A Grand Scientific Musical Theory; SALT Your Way to Health;
Local Food: How to make it happen in your community; Hidden Truth, Forbidden Knowledge; The Divine Plan Beyond 2012

Briefings
Truth Matters conferences launch in Glasgow
Caduceus arises in Arizona
Seaweed vs alginate in the salt/obesity debate
Vitamin D linked to cognitive function in the elderly
Daily vitamin D guidance too low; Spirit of the Elephant play all the way from Johannesburg
Letter to the Editor: White Springs, Glastonbury
Tribute to Hamish Miller
Helios centre expands; Biological farming DVD

Issue 80, Winter 2010: £2.00 (only available as scan)

Kogi Indians re-emerge to give final warning in new film
Working with film-maker Alan Ereira, the Kogis urge us to listen

Drinking raw milk - the pros and cons of processing
Ann Woodriff Bierne examines the health evidence behind the emotive debate

Tapping into healing
Moyra Bremner reveals the huge healing potential of TFT and EFT

The Ghost Dance in Glastonbury
‘Snowfalcon’ explores the history of the modern dance and its importance at this time

Relationships - taking a conscious approach to their ending
Vena Ramphal explains how to break energetically when a relationships ends

Live to Love charity launched by Buddhist leader
His Holiness the Gwalwang Drukpa launches his charity in London

Finding my diamond centre
Viscountess Marina Cowdray recounts how sculpting is part of her spiritual life
The great swine flu con
Dr Robert Verkerk investigates the dubious science and agendas behind the H1N1 vaccine's promotion

Seaweed can reduce salt intake in food
Simon Ranger describes research supporting seaweed’s potential

Who controls the food chain?
Sam Burcher examines the latest GM research and developments

TONGO - The Other National Grid Operation
Joe Hoare describes a technique for healing places and communities

New Global Festivals – Steve Nation
Magic, vision and the creation of a new world

Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit
Jay Ramsay analyses Peter Redgrove’s The Heart

Books
The Untold Story of Milk
Countdown to Coherence
Tony Samara: a modern shaman...and beyond
The Secret Land
Tidal Shift
The Truth Agenda

Briefings
Soka Gakkai’s 80 years of spreading peace
MPs pledge support for campaign to save herbal medicine
EU Herbal Directive discriminates against non-European traditions
Victory at Niyam Raja, Orissa, India
US Food Safety bill passes the Senate

Issue 81, Summer 2011: £4.25

Rescuing New Zealand’s gentle giants
Isabelle Baigent's experience of saving stranded pilot whales

Echoes of the ancestors
Madge Bray describes the place of Georgian harmonies in life and death in Upper Svaneti

Soy hazards - adverse effects in hidden consumption
Dr Kaayla Daniel examines the health myths and realities behind the marketing hype

Creative consciousness
Barry Cottrell explores the body’s power to create a new shamanism

Who really benefits from GM crops?
Sam Burcher reveals how agro-ecology offers real solutions to world hunger

Apple cider vinegar
Dr Penny Stanway discusses the evidence for its fabled beneficial health effects

Pilgrimage to Mount Kailas
Jonquil Cooper describes filming her risky journey to this sacred site

Time to launch a new Odyssey
Daisa Morgan is involved in raising funds for a new, sacred geometry-designed cancer centre

Sacred Light - Christ and a gathering of saints
Eleanor Allitt enthuses over a new exhibition of Greg Tricker's works

New Global Festivals – Steve Nation
Forests, trees and woodlands find international support in 2011
Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit
Jay Ramsay assesses Ted Hughes’ That Morning

Books
The Story of Water
The Whole Soy Story
Potential Health Effects of Foods Derived from GM Plants
The Case against Fluoride
Cymatherapy: A Practical Guide for Everyone
Dancing with Dark Goddesses

Briefings
First legal action to remove WiFi from classrooms
St Nectan’s Glen for sale
5-fold brain cancer risk in young mobile phone users
Raw milk threatened in UK and US
GM food labelling finally agreed by Codex
European parliament to allow member states to ban GM crop cultivation
Sunflower Jam raises thousands for charity

Issue 82, Autumn-Winter 2011: £4.25

Ecocide - a crime against the planet?
Sam Burcher reports of the first 'trial' of the proposed crime of Ecocide

Flowers express hidden sacred geometry
Prof Keith Critchlow reveals how flowers manifest inherent mathematical design

Yogananda's Kriya Yoga teachings
Brother Santoshananda describes his technique 150 years after its resurrection

Gut dysbiosis triggers Gut and Psychology Syndrome
Dr Natasha Campbell-McBride explores illnesses caused by disturbed gut absorption

Lighting the way in marine conservation
Amanda Banks describes the activities of three conservationists in the US, Canada and Peru

Claudio Naranjo - teacher by eloquent example
Charles Keck recalls when he first encountered the man and his ideas

Top US scientist warns against glyphosate
Sam Burcher reports from an All-Party Group on Agro-ecology meeting

New Global Festivals – Steve Nation
Looking ahead to 2012: Year of Sustainable Energy, Cooperatives and ending cycles

Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit
Jay Ramsay assesses Mary Oliver's Of Love

Books
The Hidden Geometry of Flowers: Living Rhythms, Form and Number
Dirty Medicine: The Handbook
Opening the Door to the Worlds
2012 A Clarion Call
Environmental Art Therapy and The Tree of Life
In the Shadow of the Buddha
The View Beyond - Sir Francis Bacon: Alchemy, Science, Mystery

Briefings
Electrosensitivity conference covers range of triggers
Laptop Wifi radiation affects sperm motility and DNA fragmentation
Danish mobile phone/cancer study rebutted in BMJ
US prisons sued over soy-laden diet
FDA allows raw milk across state lines for personal consumption
Weston A Price Foundation/London's 2012 conference and 2011 DVD
Canadian First Nations sue Shell over tar sands destruction
Giordano Bruno Globalshift University
Alfred Riggs tribute
Ozonated olive oil cream with special properties
Our Future Planet

Issue 83, Autumn 2012: £4.25

Ancient Buddhist Relics tour the UK
Precious ancient relics en route to India will be on view at specific venues

Sounding the Great Pyramid
Mags MacLean recounts her unique experiences within on 11.11.11, John Reid, his unique cymatic images from the King’s Chamber

Permaculture and regenerative agriculture
Aranya describes the development and aims of both, the latter a recent arrival to the UK

Interacting with the Spirit of Place
Dr Patrick MacManaway outlines his use of geomantic methods, including dowsing, earth acupuncture and working with earth energies to improve crop yields and animal output

Spiritual Permaculture
Sam Burcher reviews a DVD on the development of permaculture in Russia

Earthing – Nature’s primary health support
Dr John Kelsey reveals the many beneficial effects of naturally re-connecting with the Earth

Venus Transit through Rosslyn Chapel
Richard Merrick connects Venus’ orbital path to the Chapel’s layout as a blueprint for sacred temples

Trusting crisis
Catherine Lucas exhorts us to surrender to spiritual crisis to allow it to transform our lives

New Global Festivals – Steve Nation
A Culture of the Heart is Arising

Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit
Jay Ramsay discusses Robert Bly’s Let Sympathy Pass

Books
Queen of the Sun – What Are the Bees Telling Us?
Earthing – the most important health discovery ever?
In Case of Spiritual Emergency
Gut and Psychology Syndrome
Stairway to the Stars
Serial Consciousness

Briefings
New device confirms therapeutic effects of pulsed electromagnetic fields
Supplements’ risk vanishingly small, data shows
Sunflowers grown around the world to honour Alan Turing
First specialist paediatric acupuncture clinic
Paramahamsa Nithyananda to visit London in November
Weston A Price Foundation conference DVD
Tributes: Frau Maria Thun; Roger Woolger

Issue 84, Winter, 2012: £4.25
Caduceus 25th anniversary
Thanks to all who have contributed to our success and survival
Geoff Stray discusses the history and most likely scenarios at the end of the Mayan Calendar
Re-activating the Michael/Mary energy lines
John Moss describes the effect of dowsers re-energizing these sacred lines
Lucid Surrender – dream alchemy
Mary Ziemer explores how dreams can reveal psycho-spiritual development
Vaccination – vs vitamin D
Dr Jayne Donegan presents data on the pros and cons of vaccination and the benefits of vitamin D
Re-sounding to energise the chakras
Jehanne Mehta describes her unique method of healing using sound and the chakras
Can past-life therapy help present-life problems?
Bill Heaney discusses Greg Branson’s attempt to provide valid evidence
GM attack: ministers, farmers, scientists
Sam Burcher reports on Paraguay’s Oscar Rivas’ efforts to stop the corruption

New Global Festivals – Steve Nation
Birth a new Cycle of Humanity
Books
Seed Sounds for Tuning the Chakras
AVISION The Way of the Dream
Crucible of Love: The Alchemy of Passionate Relationships
The Venus Blueprint
The Joseph Communications – The Fall
Too Much Too Soon? Early learning and the erosion of childhood
The Challenge of Rudolf Steiner (DVD)
Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit
Jay Ramsay presents a variety of new contemporary poets
Briefings
Plants supply clean low-cost electricity
Findhorn celebrates 50 years
New School of Sound and Healing Arts
Tribal Sound Healing and the Tambora Foundation
Kogis give their final warning to ‘Little Brother’
Last Ghost Dance at Glastonbury
Vitamin D deficiency ‘epidemic’, survey reveals
Mobile phones can cause brain tumours – landmark Italian case
Tributes: Don Campbell; Marke Pawson

Issue 85, Spring, 2013: £4.25
First victory over silent spring killers
Sam Burcher reviews a spate of Westminster meetings to protect bees
Inhabiting the world of Anglo-Saxon shamanism
Professor Brian Bates evokes the strong dependence on Nature and life in the forest
Plant spirit magic in the Golden Valley
Fiona Owen describes the power of communing with plant spirits to recover from trauma
Flowers’ sacred geometry reveals cosmic truths
Professor Keith Critchlow reveals how the hidden geometry awakens a spiritual perception

**Female sexuality and the menstrual cycle**
Miranda Gray explores how female sexual expression is influenced by the menstrual rhythm

**Finding your naked voice**
Chloe Goodchild discusses how finding your true voice can transform your life

**Cholesterol – the good, the bad and the lack of evidence for statins**
Dr Rajendra Sharma and Justin Smith present evidence that destroys myths and questions widespread statin use

**Our native woods – sensing their character and sound**
Tobias Kaye delves into the sonic nature of certain native trees

**New Global Festivals** – Steve Nation
*Thinking globally and acting locally*

**Books**
*The Cathar View*
*Nature Spirits: The Remembrance*
*Heart of Yew*
*Where on Earth is Heaven?*
*Spiritism and Mental Health*
*Essential Poems from the Staying Alive Trilogy*

**Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit**
Jay Ramsay presents the work of various new, contemporary poets

**Briefings**
SMART meter campaigners lobby MPs
*Electromagnetic Sensitivity and Hypersensitivity*
*Stop Government U-turn on herbal medicine promise*
*Petition to legalise unpasteurised milk*
*Sri Swami Sharavana Baba to lead prayers for world peace*
*Free trees from the Woodland Trust*
*‘Wild Women of the Woods’ exhibition*
*Music Therapy Week to raise awareness*
*Plants emit electric signals to guide foraging bees*

Cover: Early morning light at Westonbirt Arboretum, Tetbury, Glos

**Contents, Issue 86, Summer 2013: £4.25**

**Prayers of the Ancient Ones**
Launch of a film about the Tibetan Buddhist annual World Peace Ceremony

**Forests for LIFE!**
Fred Hageneder’s first of 2-part article on the health-promoting properties of forests

**Negative air ions – vitamins of the air**
Rosalind Tan describes the health problems caused by an imbalance of ions in buildings

**Benefits of grounding**
Roy Riggs discusses need for proper grounding and avoidance of electrical units in bedrooms

**Time, Space and Knowledge**
Caroline Sherwood and Michael Gray on a different vision of what is real and what is possible

**Vitamin D deficiency**
Oliver Gillie argues that the Government and major cancer charity are failing the public

**Positive Psychology for the planet**
Chris Johnstone explores how a new science can help personal and planetary healing

**New Global Festivals** – Steve Nation
Toward a culture that values and protects trees

**Books**
What has Nature ever done for us?
The Dream of the Cosmos
The Man Who Plants Trees
Letting in the Wild Edges
The Cherishing
Mirrors of Light (CD)

**Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit**
Jay Ramsay presents the work of new contemporary poets

**Briefings**
Nama to Nature covers abandoned Irish land with trees
Cowdray Hall: Blood of the Amazon film and MBS Fair
GM soy’s adverse effects on pig health
FSA considers raw milk
Vitamin K essential to control calcium
FSA considers raw link
Sarah Miles opens house as healing retreat

**Contents, Issue 87, Winter 2013: £4.25**

**Tribute: Choje Akong Tulku Rinpoche**
Founder of the first Buddhist monastery in the West, Samye Ling in Scotland

**Qigong – way of life force enhancement**
Kim Lovelace describes the development and modern use of this ancient energy form

**Trees for LIFE!**
Fred Hageneder, in the second of his 2-part article, focuses on the mythological and spiritual aspects of forests

**Chronically exposed to pulsed microwaves – our children’s daily reality**
Alasdair Philips presents new evidence and types of RF radiation that threaten our children’s health and fertility

**Parent Essential Oils – understanding the real effects of fish oils**
Prof Brian Peskin presents evidence that, contrary to received wisdom, fish oils can be harmful

**Gift of Chinese herbal medicine**
Dr Ming Cheng describes the evolution and current development of this very ancient system

**Orbs and the alchemy of space**
Christian Kyriacou draws on his 44 years’ experience with ‘geo-etheric structures’ – or orbs

**New Global Festivals** – Steve Nation
The New that is emerging

**Books**
Fat Chance: The Hidden Truth about Sugar
Obesity and Disease
Chinese Medical Qigong
Meditation in the Wild
Journey in Shades
Awakening through the Veils
The Drugs Don’t Work – plus Brief Reviews
Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit
Jay Ramsay presents the work of new contemporary poets
Briefings
Singing the Oceans Alive with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
Vitamin D London conference
FSA issues consultation document on raw milk
Weston Price conference at Sandown Park
Worldwide condemnation of Seralini retraction
Expanding Falun Gong still under threat
Statutory regulation for herbal medicine further delayed
Tribute: John Rogers

Cover: Orb expressing sacred heart geometry at Portugese monastery by Christian Kyriacou

Contents, Issue 88, Spring 2014: £4.25

Major London meditation gathering in July
Swami Paramananda will lead ‘The Way to Peace and Happiness’ event
Current weather ‘chaos’ – IPCC warming model fails again
Peter Taylor presents detailed evidence showing that cooling not warming is imminent
UV blood irradiation and ozone combat antibiotic resistance
Dr Robert Rowen describes the wide application of these powerful oxidative therapies
Countering the criminalisation of traditional foods
Julian Rose discusses his involvement in fighting the Polish Government’s attempts at suppression
Spirit of Pan
Artists Tiana Marie and Gwyn Ardyth explore Pan through the ages expressed in religion, art, literature and music
Returning home – the healing power of Nature
Tim ‘Mac’ Macartney examines the growing use of ecotherapy to reconnect distressed people
Western herbal medicine
Dr Chris Etheridge outlines its development, benefits and its use of herbs

New Global Festivals – Steve Nation
Spirituality, History and the United Nations
Books
Deadly Medicines and Organised Crime
How big pharma has corrupted healthcare
FARMAGEDDON – The True Cost of Cheap Meat
Involution – an Odyssey
PEO Solution
To Call Myself Beloved
Pan’s Daughter: The Magical World of Rosaleen Norton
19 Big Secrets about Astro Gems
Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit
Jay Ramsay presents the work of new contemporary poets
Briefings
Join the Global Alliance for Seed Freedom
Say No to the TTIP
Satsang with Mukti
International Essence Awareness Month
Statins side-effects challenge overlooks missing data
Spiritual orbs calendar
Tribute: Emilio del Guidice

Cover: Pan by Tiana Marie, as seen in the Royal Horticultural Gardens, Wisley, Surrey
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International Women’s Day March 2014/15
Images celebrating this annual event
Path of the Quetzalcoatl - Sacred pilgrimage to Mexico
Steven Altman explores ancient Toltec sacred and therapeutic shamanic techniques
Gut-brain communication
Dr Irina Matveikova describes its wide-ranging effects on health, liver and cholesterol
Ayurveda – medicine tailored to you
Sebastian Pole explains the essential philosophy and approach to achieve better health
From Iona to Rosslyn – tracking down the Holy Grail
Claire Nahmad explores a sacred pilgrimage to understand the enigmas of this isle
Mary Magdalene – echoes of the Goddess
Jane May describes the tradition, myth and mystery about her in the heart of France
GMOs – Myths and Truths
Scientifically backed research to expose the real truth about GMOs

Regular columns

New Global Festivals – Steve Nation
The rise of the feminine
Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit
Jay Ramsay presents the work of new contemporary poets
Books
Himalayan Sound Revelations
Grail Alchemy
Walking with White Eagle in Sacred Places
In Defence of Life
An Electronic Silent Spring
Monuments
The Alpha Wolf
Contact with the Gods from Space
Letters: Current Weather Chaos – Tony Wardle; Peter Taylor
Briefings
US doctor leads team to fight ebola with ozone; Medical Innovation Bill; new recipe for farming, wildlife, food and public health; GM Free Me – put your selfie on the map!; China may allow Dalai Lama to return to Tibet; Acclaimed Tibetan doctor to visit UK;
Contents, Issue 90, Winter 2014: £4.00

Life after death study supports survival
Largest-ever study finds awareness continues after brain shuts down

Coconut oil benefits Alzheimer's sufferers
Bruce Fife examines studies of its beneficial properties involving medium chain fatty acids and ketones

101 references support positive effects of saturated fats and cholesterol
Dr Rajendra Sharma describes its wide-ranging effects on one’s health, liver and cholesterol

Rosslyn Chapel – the Rose of the world
Claire Nahmad explores the Rose-line and the Chapel's relationship to the Holy Grail

The ‘frozen music’ within Rosslyn
Richard Merrick reveals the sacred meanings and musical knowledge concealed in its architecture

Revealing plant perception at Damanhur
Tigrilla Gardenia describes her research into plants’ ability to create and communicate music

Ebola – how it started and how it might end
Dr Robert Verkerk asks ‘What’s really going on in West Africa’ – and the first cure using ozone

Regular columns

New Global Festivals – Steve Nation
The Year of Light

Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit
Jay Ramsay presents the work of new contemporary poets

Books
The Lost Gospel
Shungite: Protection, Healing and Detoxification
Stop Alzheimer's Now!
The Toltec Secret: Dreaming Practices of the Ancient Mexicans
In the Garden of Flames

Briefings
Saturated fats warnings ‘should never have been issued’; Overuse of OTC drugs increases dementia risk; Images of Iona Tricker exhibition; TTIP – European objectors exceed 1.4m; French pass law on EMFs, WiFi and ES – a world first; CDC whistleblower exposes (another) MMR study fraud; Dreamers Path School of Nahualism

Cover: Tigrilla Gardenia, at Damanhur Spiritual EcoCommunity in Italy
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Magna Carta’s 800th anniversary
Artifacts and celebrations of the 800th anniversary, 15 June 2015

Music’s healing influence throughout history
Asher Kenton reveals its influence on Man’s healing and spiritual progress

Tracking down the London Stone
Greg Branson, Robin Baldock and Tanya Dorrington investigates origins of the Stone and
using psychic means to locate it

**Vaccination – Australia aims to compel the poor to accept it**
Bronwyn Hancock outlines the issues and arguments in light of Australian Government plans

**EM hazards – still resisted by national and international regulators**
Alasdair Philips exposes the denial, deceit and manipulation of the UK, EU and international bodies

**Searching for the Grail in Avalon**
Mara Freeman explores the esoteric connections between Glastonbury and the Holy Grail story

**Climate change – answering critics and exposing manipulation**
Peter Taylor answers critics and reveals how IPCC data has been manipulated

Regular columns

**New Global Festivals** – Steve Nation
*It’s all about the soil*

**Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit**
Jay Ramsay presents the work of new contemporary poets

**Books**
*Dissolving Illusions: Diseases, Vaccines and the Forgotten History; Altered Genes, Twisted Truth: How the Venture to Genetically Engineer Our Food has Subverted Science, Corrupted Government and Systematically Deceived the Public; The Big Fat Surprise: Why butter, cheese and meat belong in a healthy diet; Chemtrails, HAARP and the Full Spectrum Dominance of Planet Earth; The Holy City: The Coral Music of James D’Angelo*

**Briefings**
NOAA study ‘adjusts’ climate change data; Statutory Regulation rejected for herbal Medicine; Prayers for World Peace with Swamiji; International Essence Awareness Week; WHO classifies glyphosate as ‘probable human carcinogen’ – Monsanto knew link to cancer 35 years ago; *Panorama*’s biased GMO programme; US lowers water fluoride levels for first time in 50 years; Lyoness community and childrens’ charities

**Cover:** Glastonbury Tor at sunset (Photo: Simant Bostock; [www.simantbostock.com](http://www.simantbostock.com)); inset: Frank Perry’s spiral of bowls (Photo: Oliver Nares)
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**The Holy Land – from conflict to harmony**
Michael Kenton describes his experiences during a trip to Israel

**Uncovering the authentic historical Jesus**
Barry Page discusses the evidence that Jesus married, had children and survived his crucifixion

**The Great Work – healing the world by collective meditation**
Dr Roger Taylor discusses research showing that collective meditation can directly effect human behaviour

**Rewards of a dreaming pilgrim**
Lawrence Main describes his profound dreams sleeping in some of the UK’s major megalithic sites

**Transformation with Silene Capensis and the I Ching**
Shenpen Chokyi reveals her deep experiences with African Dream Root and insights with the I Ching

**Iodine deficiency epidemic underlies many modern illnesses**
Dr David Brownstein explores the range of health problems caused and how to test your iodine status

Regular columns

**New Global Festivals** – Steve Nation
*Seeing the big picture*

**Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit**
Jay Ramsay presents the work of new contemporary poets

**Books**
Stop the Thyroid Madness; Science for Sale; ReWild Yourself: Becoming Nature; Ecozoa; The Beauty; Poems of the Infinite and Eternal; Statins Toxic Side Effects; The Life of Paramahansa Yogananda (DVD)

**Briefings**
Monsanto to be tried for crimes against humanity; Self-Realization Fellowship 2015 World Convocation; We Don’t Vaccinate documentary; Antibiotic use in agriculture linked to human resistance; Ecotherapy creates positivity in cancer patients

Cover: Young meditating monks in Thailand; inset: Paramahansa Yogananda
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‘9/11 Truthers’ vindicated – US Government was complicit in a cover-up
More US officials reveal extent of high level protection of Saudis involved

**Joseph of Arimathea – the human father of Jesus**
Prof Hugh Montgomery presents evidence of the real power and status of Joseph of Arimathea

**Fukushima – an ongoing disaster**
Arnie Gundersen exposes the real levels of fallout and hazard

**Protect yourself in our hot radioactive world**
Dr Mark Sircus describes his use of iodine and hydrogen to protect those exposed

**Ionising radiation – the genetic killer**
Prof Chris Busby challenges the orthodox model of hazard and describes the coming London legal case

**The Greenwich Meridian – Britain’s secret axis of power**
Paul Broadhurst explores the history and power of an axis considered to link Heaven and Earth

**Ancient British shamanism**
Elen Sentier follows the quicksilver pathways of Elen of the Ways, our ancient deer goddess

Regular columns

**New Global Festivals** – Steve Nation
*Letting in the radiance of reality*

**Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit**
Jay Ramsay presents the work of new contemporary poets

**Books**
Nuclear Roulette; Ouspensky’s Fourth Way; Statins Toxic Side Effects; An Uncensored Life – Zerbanoo Gifford; Alternative Values – Poems and Paintings; Iodine – Bringing Back the Universal Medicine

**Briefings**
Commercial farming and fluoridation contaminated with radioactive polonium; Von
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Enlightenment conference online
Report on first online Enlightenment conference held in Germany

Oral infections – root cause of many chronic illnesses
Bruce Fife describes the basic link between the mouth’s health and chronic illnesses

Oil pulling – cleansing the mouth to heal the body
Bruce Fife outlines the benefits of this ancient technique to clear bacteria from the oral cavity

Palm reading – ancient art validated by new science
Erin Rose explores new scientific evidence that confirms old interpretations

Is Francis Bacon the true author of Shakespeare’s plays? (Part 1)
Peter Welsford and Claire Nahmad examine the growing evidence for the claim

Tribute: Mae-Wan Ho

Letter to the editor: Jesus and Joseph of Arimathea

Regular columns

New Global Festivals – Steve Nation
Global festivals in the post-Brexit world

Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit
Jay Ramsay presents the work of new contemporary poets

Books
The Hidden Chapter: An Investigation into the Custodians of Lost Knowledge; Vaccination Policy and the UK Government: The Untold Truth; Oil Pulling Therapy – Detoxifying and Healing the Body through Oral Cleansing; Meeting Evil with Mercy: An Anglican priest’s bold answer to atrocity; Sing Me The Creation; Incantation

Briefings
Nuclear text veterans hearing – a travesty of justice; New crop circles hint at revelations to come; B12 deficiency more recognised
Cover: Francis Bacon and William Shakespeare
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International Tribunal Against Monsanto
Sam Burcher reports from the Hague where witnesses gave evidence of global harm from Roundup

In search of the true Saint Thomas
Barry Page argues that he was the brother of Jesus and founded his own church in India

‘Truth is the daughter of time…’. Pt 2: Bacon as true author of Shakespeare
Peter Welsford and Claire Nahmad explore Bacon’s promotion of the New World as leader of the Rosicrucian movement

Silicon-rich water reduces toxic aluminium and helps Alzheimer’s
Christina England asks why a water company ceased funding research that supported its product

Cymatics and cymatherapy – how sound vibrations can heal
Dr Robert Gilbert examines their development and research on healing applications of sound codes
Letter to the Editor: Shakespeare: a dream afloat reality

Regular columns

New Global Festivals
Steve Nation says now is the time to work for the new

Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit
Jay Ramsay presents the work of new contemporary poets

Books
The Spine of Albion; The Interconnectedness of All Things: From the Perpetual Choirs of Britain to the Present Day; Emma Oliver and the Song of Creation; John the Baptist and the Last Gnostics; The Secret Founding of America; Into the Silence; Bones

Briefings
Damning exposure of UK AGNIR’s bias and cover-up in RF guidance; Wrekin Trust closes after 46 years; VAXXED London premiere; Brain tumours rise in Denmark; Tributes: Benjamin Creme/Mae-Wan Ho
Cover: A therapeutic code emitted by the AMI 750 sound therapy device, made visible by CymaScope.com. Courtesy of Cyma Technologies Inc.
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US research finds injury link to vaccinated children
Dr Robert Verkerk examines the issues around these challenging results

Return of the Golden Bough
Janis Fry discusses its recent reappearance after 3,000 years in an ancient Welsh yew

Shakespeare and the New Temple
Petter Amundsen indicates that Shakespeare’s writing hides a possibly dangerous secret

2017 – the year of Baconian revelation?
Claire Nahmad and Peter Welsford explore the history of decryption attempts and possible imminent revelations

Radionic therapy – treating a horse with ‘Love’
Di Welch describes the therapy and its extensive use by horse owners

Vaccines, glyphosate and the rise in autoimmune disease
Dr Stephanie Seneff reveals the effects of toxic ingredients, including glyphosate, in vaccines

Annual vaccination of cats and dogs is a fraud
Catherine O’Driscoll exposes the over-vaccination of animals and the effects on their health

Regular columns

New Global Festivals
Steve Nation on The United Nations and the Aquarian spirit

Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit
Jay Ramsay presents the work of new contemporary poets

Books
Cultural Perspectives on Mental Wellbeing: Spiritual Interpretations of Symptoms in Medical Practice; The Stone Cradle; Dispelling Wetiko: Breaking the Curse of Evil; Re-enchanting the Forest: Meaningful Ritual in a Secular World; A Women’s Guide to Saving the World

Briefings
How can poetry save the planet? – report on Waterloo Festival; Nuclear Test Veterans Appeal; Vaccination injury awareness mounts as more governments seek to mandate it; Residents sue Monsanto alleging cancer caused by Roundup; Hague trial condemns
Monsanto; Fracking linked to increased infant mortality in the US; Spirituality gets certified; 
*Caduceus* wins award
Cover: Recently discovered ‘golden fleece’ as early stage Golden Bough on an ancient yew 
at St Margaret’s Church, Buxted, E Sussex. Photo: Andrew MacLean
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**Chemotherapy – to risk or not to risk?**
Stephen McMurray presents the evidence that every cancer needs to be aware of

**Questioning the debunkers of ciphers in Shakespeare’s plays**
Dave Patrick re-examines the Friedmans’ debunking of hidden ciphers in Shakespeare’s plays

**Hyperthermia in cancer treatment**
Dr Siegfried Trefzer describes how hyperthermia is used to support and treat cancer patients

**Defeating cancer – strategies to adopt, hazards to avoid**
Simon Best and Dr Robert Verkerk sift the advice and research for various healthy options and what to avoid

**The Metabolic Theory of Cancer and its use of the ketogenic diet**
Travis Christofferson describes the new theory and the benefits of a ketogenic diet in fighting cancer

**Clarifying Glastonbury’s spiritual history**
Barry Page examines the evidence for the visits of Jesus, James and Joseph and his mother to Britain and Glastonbury

Regular columns

**New Global Festivals** – Steve Nation
*Building infrastructures of goodwill in response to cancer*

**Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit**
Jay Ramsay presents the work of new contemporary poets

**Books**
*Tripping over the Truth: How the Metabolic Theory of Cancer is Overturning One of Medicine’s Most Entrenched Paradigms/* *The New Oxygen Prescription: The Miracle of Oxidative Therapies*/ *The Secret Dossier of a Knight Templar of the Sangreal*/ *Diamond Cutters: Visionary Poets in America, Britain and Oceania*/ *98.6F: Ideal body temperature for optimum health*/ *CANCER: Why Are We Still Dying To Know The Truth?*

**Briefings**
EU Appeal: scientists and doctors demand moratorium on 5G roll-out; Most new cancer drugs do not work – official; GENERATION ZAPPED; Beware of mammograms

**Contents, Issue 98, Spring 2018: £4.00**

**Queen’s Commonwealth Canopy project**
Showing Her Majesty’s worldwide commitment to supporting forests and Nature

**Cancer wars: history of medical orthodoxy’s suppression of natural treatments**
In Part 1 of a 2-part article, Martin J Walker exposes how the medical industrial complex criminalised effective non-drug cancer therapies

**Shi’i Islam – the way of the prophetic family**
Dr Rebecca Masterton describes the origin of Islam and how and why it divided into two primary sects
Connecting light, vision and consciousness
American light pioneer, Dr Jacob Liberman explains how to find ‘presence’, extracted from his new book

The Hidden Life of Trees
Fred Hageneder critiques the ideas of Peter Wohlleben’s bestseller on the life of trees and forests

Antibiotics can seriously affect your mental health
Stephen McMurray reveals the range of psychiatric symptoms that antibiotics can trigger

Regular columns

New Global Festivals – Steve Nation
Discerning truth in an interdependent world

Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit
Jay Ramsay presents the work of new contemporary poets

Books
Statin Nation; My Shakespeare: The Authorship Controversy; The Invisible Rainbow: A History of Electricity and Life; Poseidon’s Realm - A voyage around the Aegean; The Heart Explosion; Living in Two Worlds; Vitamin K₂ and the Calcium Paradox

Briefings
Medical students demand nutrition education; Grassroot groups get cosmetic firm’s support; 1st International Day of Light; Transformational Sound Therapy; Deadly glioblastoma multiforme doubles in UK in 20 years; Children with Cancer’s September London conference; Meditators more resilient to old age mental decline
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Climate change – are we approaching a hothouse Earth?
Peter Taylor examines the science of how much human activity vs natural cycles is contributing to the current situation

Children with Cancer international conference
Simon Best reports on the London event with speakers including Prof Thomas Seyfried

Water memory research conference
John Stuart Reid describes new research that helps understand homeopathy

Suburban shaman
GP Dr Ian Rubenstein recounts his extraordinary awakening as a medium and the effect on his patients

Cancer wars: recent attacks by vested interests on natural treatments
Martin J Walker completes his 2-part article focussing on the Bristol Cancer Help Centre scandal, suppression of Laetrile and persecution of GcMAF producer, David Noakes

Survival under oppression
Dr Rebecca Masterton finishes her story of the Shi’i tradition, showing how it has continued to thrive despite persecution

Regular columns

Poetry: In Tune with the Spirit
Jay Ramsay presents the work of new contemporary poet

Books
Too Many Pills: How too much medicine is endangering our health and what we can do about it; The Snake in the Clinic: Psychotherapy’s Role in Medicine and Healing; The Humming
Effect: Sound Healing for Health and Happiness; Pilgrimage – a journey to Love Island; Sir Francis Bacon (1561–1626) Philosopher, Polymath, Poet and Playwright; The Testimony of The Trees; Your Zodiac Soul

Briefings
New research shows LDL cholesterol does not cause heart disease; Landmark American cancer case victory against Monsanto; Melatonin for cancer: Children with Cancer charity rebuts the dismissal by orthodox oncologists; Court dismisses homeopathy challenge to NHS’s ruling; Medical Detection Dogs celebrates 10 years; Tribute: Guy Lyon Playfair

Contents, Issue 100, Spring 2019: £4.00

Caduceus – our first 100 issues
Founder Sarida Brown recalls the beginnings of Caduceus and, together with editor Simon Best, remembers some special issues

Tributes to Jay Ramsay (1958-2018)
Kevan Manwaring leads friends and fellow poets in their memories of Jay

Dartington and the Sirius connection
by Mark Herbert
Presents evidence of a strange link between the building and the star system

Pitch battle: 432Hz vs 440Hz – history of the International Standard
by John Stuart Reid
Part 1 article looks at the origins of concert pitch and the ongoing controversy

Vitamin C – our most important defence weapon
by Dr Sarah Myhill
Makes her case for using high doses of the vitamin at the first sign of infection

Where Truth is Hid
by Alan Green
Part 1 article reveals some of the amazing codes and mathematical knowledge he has discovered concealed in the Bard’s Sonnets

Dowsing – exploring its range, joys and benefits
by Matthew French
Demonstrates the art of dowsing both the outer and inner worlds

Stop 5G – Call to action
by Simon Best
Fears and evidence of harm grow as as nationwide roll-out looms

Regular Columns

Books
Catafalque – Carl Jung and the End of Humanity; Unholyland – The Trilogy; The Dream: A Spiritual Journey of Self-Healing; In the Shadow of the Machine; IN BETWEEN; Prayer Energy; Opening the Door to the Worlds; Ditch Vision – essays on poetry, nature and place; (The Dangerous Book)

Briefings
Thich Nhat Hanh awaits his time of transition / Misleading newspaper attack on expert’s challenging vaccine/aluminium study / French Court recognises electromagnetic sensitivity as an occupational disease / State of the Climate 2018 report allays fears of global warming / NICE calls for lower BP criteria as statin study finds raised type 2 diabetes risk / Wikipedia’s anti-natural medicine collusion / Monsanto fined $80m